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Buddy Cianci Speaks to PC Students
by

Lauren Ballback ’08
News Staff

Despite being released from federal
prison less than a year ago, Vincent
“Buddy” Cianci, Jr. is still able to draw
a crowd. On Wednesday, April 16, he
proved just that when he
Tfctiirf
sPoke t0 roughly 350
Providence College stu
dents in ’64 Hall.
The Board of Programers sponsored the
event under the direction of Rick
Treleaven ’09. Nick Hemond ’09, who
works with Cianci, helped to get him to
PC. They planned the event within three
weeks and publicized it using e-mail,
Facebook, and Angel.
Cianci’s infamous name, which is
known around the country, was attrib
uted to drawing the large student crowd
to his speech.
“Honestly, I’m coming here because I’m
fascinated with Buddy being a convicted
felon; just why Rhode Island people still
love him,” said Tim Greely ’09.
Cianci is the longest-serving mayor of
a major city, serving over 21 years and
winning six elections. He resigned from
office twice.
“[I came] to see the most famous mayor
in the history of the United States,” said
James Todaro ’08.
“[I have] always heard about Buddy
Cianci and everybody always says- that he
changed Providence around,” said Julie
Wolf ’ll. “And I wanted to see what he
[had] to say.”
Ed Stravato ’08 is a Rhode Island native
who lived in Providence during “his
[Cianci’s] second tour of duty,” and wit
nessed the urban renaissance that is credit
ed to Cianci.
“It was pretty terrible before he took
over,” said Stravato. “There was no
Providence Place, no G-Tech building;
it was a dump. He came in and it
changed overnight.”
Hemond introduced Cianci and gave a
brief biographical sketch.
“For many of you, the name Buddy
Cianci is one that you may have heard
from the distance,” he said. “There are a
few of us here tonight that are from
Providence, and there is no other political
figure that has made as much an impact on
our lives in this city than Buddy Cianci.”
For three decades he was the leader of
Providence during a time when the city
CIANCI/Page 6
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Former Mayor of Providence Buddy Cianci spoke to Providence College students about his past political career, his future ,
and what he thinks the city of Providence and the state of Rhode Island need to do to fix deficits.

Congress Class
Elections Results
by

Rick Kurker ’09

Asst. News Editor

Class elections for rising sophomores, jun
iors, and seniors at Providence College took
place on April 22 and 23 on ANGEL. The
votes are in, and here are the results:
I

POLITICS
Jesse De Patsy has been
president of the Class of 2009 since the
beginning of his freshman year, and this year
he received the title uncontested.
“I want to use the foundation that we
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have and continue to strengthen our class
and try to best fit your needs,” he said.
“With a strong class balance, we have the
ability to not only create more for our class
but also give to charity.”
De Patsy said he has “exciting plans” to
ensure the success of such events as 109
and 209 nights, senior nights, and com
mencement week, but he also said he plans
to focus on lasting legislation.
Kieran Murray also ran uncontested for
the position of vice president of the Class
of 2009. Murray said she has plenty of
experience because she has served as a
class representative and vice president, as
well as on various committees.
“PC is currently undergoing many posi
tive changes both externally and internal
ly,” she said. “Student Congress has a vital
role in this transformation, and the voice of
the students must be heard to steer PC in
the most appropriate direction.”
Murray said that she has helped encourage
student participation in the judicial affairs
process this year, and that she is currently
working to get an ATM on lower campus.
Alyssa Runowicz said that as an elected
class representative and Academics
Committee member, she has aided in some
important decision making at the College.
“During this year, I have helped create a
response to Providence College’s new core
curriculum by specifically addressing the
issues related to fine arts and foreign lan
guage engagement,” she said. “It [is] a
great honor to continue my service to
Providence College as the new Class of
2009 Secretary of the 59th Student
Congress.”
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Stuartstock Draws
Impressive Crowd
by

Sara Beth Labanara ’ll
News Staff

Providence College students gathered at
the annual Stuartstock music festival on
Slavin Lawn from 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
on Saturday, April 19, in the midst of flowI ing tie-dye t-shirts and the
musical arrangements of
CONCERN various bands.
Stuartstock was created
as an alcohol-free student music festival
and is named for Rev. Stuart McPhail,
O.P., the long-time vice president of
Student Affairs, who was also Congress’
moderator for many years. Each year the
festival is planned by the Student
Congress Outreach Committee, chaired
by Claire Seguin ’08. Along with Seguin,
the event was planned by Andrea Miller
’10, Jillian Rippolone ’ll, and Andy
MacMannis ’09, who was also the master
of ceremonies. Seguin was very happy
with the efforts of her fellow students,
which included months of planning, and
feels confident that as a graduating senior,
they will continue to do great things with
the Outreach Committee.
“They all did a great job at getting the
bands together, t-shirts and reservations,
and all of the food together,” said Seguin.
“I feel confident in leaving Outreach in
their capable hands.”
The group was very happy with the suc
cess of Stuartstock 2007, and to maintain
student enthusiasm, the committee kept
many aspects of last year’s festival the
same. A key difference in this year’s event,
however, was its duration: it lasted six
STOCK/Page 4
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Class of 2010 Junior Ring Premiere
The annual Junior Ring Premiere was
held at Hendricken Field on Sunday, April
20. The chance to catch a glimpse of the
new design and the exceptionally good
weather attracted large crowds.
Throughout the day, Providence
College’s rising juniors enjoyed the
event’s activities, free food, and chances to
win raffled items. Inflatable carnival
games were placed throughout the field.
Students playing the games collected tick
ets to redeem for prizes.
Gift certificates to local restaurants were
handed out throughout the day. The most
sought-after prize was a free ring bearing
the new design. In the center of the field,
a tent was erected that displayed the new
class of 2010 ring design.
The premiere was sponsored by the
Herff-Jones ring company—the. producers
of Providence’s ring catalogue.
“We wanted to start kicking things
off, and rings go on sale Monday,” said
Cordelia Nagle ’10, chair of the JRW
committee. “We’re really excited and
this is the first time we’re unveiling it.
It will be on sale from the 21st [of April]
until November.”
The JRW committee, made up of 14
members, organizes everything from the
premiere to the actual Junior Ring
Weekend. The committee is responsible
for making all JRW events run smoothly
and successfully.
Nagle expressed happiness for the
event’s very positive reception.
“It’s been a really big turnout for the
first half hour,” said Nagle.
That turnout would hold for much of
the event, which lasted from 12:30 p.m.
until 4:00 p.m.
The large attendance had a good deal

to do with the assorted carnival sports
games: fast pitch, high striker, and
mechanical bull. However, the true
attraction was the ring.
The design for the the ring was
explained in a pamphlet passed out at
the premiere.
“The Providence skyline is silhouetted
at the top of the ring to remind us that
although we come from many walks of life
we can all call this city our home,” it said.
“The image of Harkins Hall, depicted on
the left side of the ring, is truly symbolic of
our campus...In the center, the newly
opened Concannon Fitness Center is a rep
resentation of an evolving environment.”

-Conor Ferguson ’10
McPhail’s Hosts South of the Border
Night

McPhail’s recently held its annual
South of the Border Night on April 17 at
9:00 p.m. The event, which has proven
popular in the past, featured free food
and a live band.
The free food and live music drew a
crowd largely made up of non-students.
The night’s theme pulled in more cus
tomers than a typical night, and the south
ern-style food began to disappear quickly.
An array of buffalo wings, chips and salsa,
and cookies were set up on a table next to
the bar.
The food was taken from both on-and
off-campus locations. The buffalo wings
were purchased from nearby Jersey Mike’s
while the cookies and chips were donated
by Raymond Hall Cafeteria.
The food and music increased
McPhail’s drink sales.
“It was really just another event we

briefs_ _ _ _ _ _

did in conjunction with a student
group,” said Todd Incantalupo, bar
tender. Since it was successful we con
tinued on with it by ourselves.”
The live band, Lovetrain, is familiar
with McPhail’s. The band performed on
the bar’s adjacent stage while drinks
were served.
“Sometimes student groups are brought
in to play,” said Incantalupo. “Other
times, local groups will come in to ask for
a gig. Bands that often play at local estab
lishments will sometimes contact us.
Usually we ask for a Web Site or a
Myspace [page] just to get a feel for
them.”
Though the event was originally put on
by both Board of Programers and
McPhail’s, the latter has carried on the tra
dition individually. The event is hosted
four times per year. According to
Incantalupo, South of the Border Night has
been a tradtion at McPhail’s since the
2003-2004 academic year.
While, Incantalupo acknowledged that
McPhail’s holds many events on its own as
well as in conjunction with BOP, there are
no forthcoming events in the near future to
be hosted, according to Providence
College’s Web site.
-Conor Ferguson ’10

“Sex, Drugs, and Christianity”
Students gathered in McPhail’s on
April 21 to ask questions they had con
cerning Christianity. Andrew Peach,
Ph.D., professor of philosophy, Rev.
Augustine Judd, O.P., and Liz Cotrupi
’08 answered questions from 9:00 p.m.
until nearly 11:00 p.m.
One of the first questions posed by a stu
dent was about natural family planning
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and its openness to the creation of life.
Peach decided to answer the question. He
explained that natural family planning is
“ultimately open based on intentions.”
“They’re [the Church] trying to create
the virtue of temperance in people,” said
Peach.
Augustine also chimed in to explain the
Church’s reasoning behind not supporting
contraception and promoting natural fami
ly planning. He first clarified that the
Roman Catholic Church does not promote
having as many children as possible, and
natural family planning should not be con
fused with the rhythm method. It is trying
to prevent a couple from treating each
other as an ends and not a means.
“The Church is concerned about the
selfishness that can creep into a rela
tionship like that,” said Augustine. “A
brief period of abstinence during a
month causes people to talk to each
other and communicate.”
Another question asked was: Is it possi
ble to receive communion if you’ve had
premarital sex?
Augustine chose to answer the question
first. He emphasized that the Church does
consider premarital sex a sin. He encour
aged anyone facing that situation to go to
reconciliation and confess one’s sins, after
which one would be able to receive com
munion again.
“God’s grace and mercy is abundant and
infinite,” said Augustine. “He loves you
very much and he wants you to be happy.”
Other questions posed to the panel con
cerned abortion, same-sex marriage, the
difference between moral and venial sins,
challenging Church teachings, and gender
roles in the Church.

-Devin Murphy ’10

April 25 - May 1

4:00 p.m. Fridays

3:00 p.m. Tai Chi

2:00 p.m. Spring

5:30 p.m. Amigos

3:00 p.m. Women’s 4:30 p.m. Future

at Four: Student
Performance,
Smith Center for
the Arts, Ryan
Concert Hall

Demonstration,
Peterson
Recreation Center,
Fitness Studio

Dance Concert,
Smith Center for
the Arts, Angell
Blackfriars Theatre

Unidos Meeting,
Slavin Center,
Room G19

Softball vs. Brown
University,
Providence
College, Raymond
Field

7:00 p.m. Anime

8:00 p.m. Spring

7:00 p.m. Jazz
Concert, Smith
Center for the Arts.
Concert Hail

Dance Concert,
Smith Center for
the Arts, Angell
Black friars theatre

7:00 p.m. Concert:
Black Violin,
Slavin Lawn

Congress: Student
Life
Committee
6:30 p.m. Seminar:
Meeting, Slavin
“Is My Room
Making Me Sick?", Center, Room 114
9:00 p.m. Mass at St. Dominic Chapel
Slavin Center.

Heifer International

Global Charity for
Sustainable Economic Development comes to PC!
Come hear representatives speak about the organization:

Co-sponsored by Campus Ministry’s Social Justice Advocacy and
the Economics Club

7:30 p.m. Student

Women’s Softball
vs. Boston
College,
Providence
College, Raymond
Field

Club Meeting,
Moore Hall III

Given anyone a cow or goat lately?

Thursday April 24th from 6-7pm
St. Dominic’s Chapel Basement

Friar Executives
Meeting, Slavin
Center, Room 112

4:00 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Feinstein Institute
Recognition
Celebration.
.. .

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every
article that goes into print to ensure that the facts are presented
clearly and truthfully Ifyou find an error in any article, please
e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will
be printed as necessary on page 2.

Correction In the article "FoodFest Draws Crowd, "print
ed on April 17, 2008, in The Cowl should have read that the
event was hosted by Board of Programers (BOP), not Board of
Multicultural Student Affairs (BMSA).
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LOCAL NEWS FOR THE STATE OF R.I.
New Laws Hurt Juveniles
According to Attorney General
Patrick C. Lynch, a change in the state’s
budget plan has unintentionally caused
the number of juveniles being tried as
adults to increase.
This trend is costing the state more
money and leaving more young people
with criminal records and hurting their
chances for rehabilitation. For some time
now, the Family Court has ruled on cases
of delinquents from the age of 21 and
under. A new bill proposed by Governor
Carcieri has cut this age to 19.
The state does not have the resources to
rehabilitate all juvenile offenders through
the Training School and Department of
Children, Youth and Families. For this
reason, there has been a push of late to take
teens out of Family Court and place them
into adult courts.
“The practical effect of this provision is
that two years have been cut off any sen
tence that my office can seek regardless of
the seriousness,” Lynch said to The
Providence Journal. “So when you change
the equation on the back end of juvenile
cases, you have to change the front-end
analysis as well.”
Last year there were 19 waiver petitions
requesting that a minor be put in the adult
court. Out of those 19, eight of the waivers
were filed in the last two months of the
year when the law was changed. Lynch
predicts that 2008’s total will be at least
double of last year’s count.
To combat this, chief public defender
John J. Hardiman is lobbying for the
Family Court’s jurisdiction to be
returned to the original range of 21
years old and younger.
“The attorney general is more likely
to waive now because he doesn’t feel he
has enough time for 17-year-olds to
serve time in the Training School,”
Hardiman said to The Providence
Journal. “I would prefer kids that young
remain under the jurisdiction of the

Family Court for their entire sentences.”
Hardiman noted that being tried in adult
court carries “collateral consequences”
such as difficulty acquiring loans, getting
into colleges, and landing jobs.
“Ten years from now, where will we
be?” Lynch said to The Providence
Journal. “More people in prison, more
costs, worse records. I’m not sure we are
better off.”
Rhode Island Considers Allowing
Ultimate Fighting

Mat Santos introduced ultimate fighting
to his gym six years ago and received a
negligible response. Now that the sport
has been popularized by the nationally
broadcasted
Ultimate
Fighting
Championship, fighters have come to the
gym in droves to participate.
While the fusion of boxing and martial
arts was once regarded as a savage sport,
ultimate fighting is slowly becoming wide
ly accepted.
Despite its rising popularity, official
competition remains illegal in the state of
Rhode Island. Nonetheless, a bill on the
fast track for ratification seeks to change
its illegal status. The bill would call for the
creation of a commission to license the
sport and coordinate matches through
Department of Business Regulation’s divi
sion of racing and athletics, which super
vises boxing and wrestling.
The sport began to gain momentum in
the 1990s as glorified street fighting. Back
then, the brutality of the game was highly
frowned upon and even prompted Sen.
John McCain R-Ariz., to refer to it as
“human cockfighting.”
These days, more rules have been
added that help protect the safety of the
fighters involved.
“This is a thinking sport now,” said
Adrian Fulk, a 25-year-old father who
teaches at Santos’ gym and competes
professionally. “It’s like human chess
with tactics and strategies. You can’t be

a dumb brute and do this.”
Throughout New England, the sport
draws crowds as well as pay-per-view
subscribers.
According to The
Providence Journal, ABC and NBC are
both to closing deals that would bring
the sport to their networks.
“It’s not just one of those cult sports
anymore,” said Tom Hafers, CEO of the
United States Mixed Martial Arts program,
Bellingham Mass. “You know it’s really
mainstream when major networks start
getting involved.”
The fiscal benefits for Rhode Island are
the primary reason for the state’s interest in
the sport. Since ultimate fighting has been
a success in the states where it has been
legalized, Rhode Island wants to jump on
the bandwagon.
The sport has not been embraced with
open arms by all. Department of Business
Regulation Director A. Michael Marques
said he feels ultimate fighting is “a very
brutal style of competition,” according to
The Providence Journal.
“If this legislation passes, I will do what
I’m told, but I’m telling them, give me the
people and the opportunity to have them
trained,” Marques said to The Providence
Journal. “We need to have more staff and
we need to do it right or we’re just not
going to do it at all.”
Earth Day Cleans Providence

Throughout Rhode Island, cities and
towns have pitched in to help beautify the
state. Though Earth Day was officially
April 22, many Rhode Islanders plan on
working throughout the week to help make
the Earth a little cleaner.
In East Greenwich, Boy Scouts and their
parents helped to clean the shoreline and
playgrounds of their town. Nearby on
Main Street, a display has been built to
show off examples of renewable energy as
well as an organic farm that had the means
to feed 200 families.
At an event called “Save the Bay” in

Narragansett, students from Providence College
as well as Johnson & Wales volunteered to clear
up the Narragansett beach. The students, united
in their cause, picked up boards, plastic bottles,
plastic bags, and other small pieces of trash.
Close by in India Point Park, roughly 70
volunteers worked hard to paint benches,
rake leaves, and spread mulch around three
trees and shrubbery.
The workers here pleased by the weath
er, as the sun shined down on them while
they cleaned. The breezy day, which
remained in the 70s, boosted the morale of
the committed volunteers.
The Audubon environmental Education
Center in Bristol boasted a significant
amount of volunteers - approximately 600
- despite the fact that a fire laid waste to
the scenic boardwalk a week ago.
Fortunately, the fire did not harm the cen
ter’s environmental awareness facility.
“We got lots of community support and
concern,” said Kristen Swanberg, the soci
ety’s senior director of education programs
to The Providence Journal.
The Roger Williams Park Zoo also took
part in Earth Day by offering displays, pre
sentations, and entertainment for the stan
dard admission price.
Some towns championed the causes of
renewable energy, climate-change reduc
tion efforts and local foods.
One couple from East Greenwich was
particularly focused on making the world
around them greener. Husband and wife
Erik Eacher and Trish Garland own an
organic farm that covers about 12 acres.
“I think it’s a special thing to have a
certified organic vegetable farm right
here in town,” Garland said to The
Providence Journal.
Statewide, 21 separate cleanup sites
were reported in towns ranging from
Burrilville to Tiverton.
-Conor Ferguson '10

*all the above stories were originally
reported in The Providence Journal

Environmental Club Hosts “Chill Out”
by

Kylie Lacey ’ll
News Staff

The Environmental Club hosted an
environmental crisis awareness night,
“Chill Out,” in Albertus Magnus Hall,
room 137, on Wednesday, April 16.
Barbara Sullivan-Watts,
CAMPUS Ph.D, faculty advisor, and
NEWS adjunct assistant professor of
Biology, explained where
the concept for the night originated.
“The National Wildlife Federation (NWF)
is sponsoring a live Internet broadcast,” said
Sullivan-Watts. “A contest ran between col
leges across the country asking schools for
the best ideas for how to reduce pollution and
become more environmentally conscious.”
Sullivan-Watts also added that Providence
College missed the deadline to enter a video
for the contest this year, but hopes to make
and submit a video for next year.
“We also wanted a fun event to kick off
Earth Day, which is next Tuesday [April 29],”
she said.
The night featured a viewing of the
live broadcast, as well as different flyers
and postcards.
“These are flyers looking at different
environmental issues,” said Sandra Ficula
’ll. “For example, there’s one on the Nova
Online online broadcast of ‘Cars of the
Future.’ On April 23, people can watch the
broadcast that looks at what alternative
means of energy we could be using to
power our cars in the future.”
The postcards available were all
addressed to Gov. Donald L. Carcieri (DR.I.), urging him to “respond actively and
aggressively to the climate change crisis.”
The card specifically states that it is from
“a Rhode Island student,” hoping that the
government realizes the concern that such
a large portion of the state’s population has
for the environment.
Ficula, who organized the event, is a
member of the executive board of the
Environmental Club. She promotes vege
tarianism and explained the presence of

vegan desserts at “Chill Out.”
“A lot of people don’t realize the bene
fits of vegetarianism on the environment,”
she said. “There are many natural
resources consumed with cattle raising; it’s
not sustainable for the environment.
Sixteen pounds of grain are consumed into
order to produce one pound of meat.”
Ficula also explained the simple
changes people can make in baking in
order to help the environment.
“It’s not commonly known that eggs and
milk are not essential products in cookies,”
she said. “These cookies were made with
bananas as a congealing agent, but there are
many other things that can be used as well.”
The video broadcast shown which
revealed the winners of the various con
tests, shared statistics the NWF viewed as
“grim” and “necessary to change.”
According to the NWF, the United
States currently represents five percent of
the world’s population, but uses up to 25
percent of the world’s resources. In order
to reduce the harmful role it plays on the
environment, the U.S. needs to cut the pro
duction of global warming-inducing prod
ucts by 80 percent by 2050. Primarily, the
country needs to focus on decreasing
dependence on fossil fuels and limiting
pollutants which they release into the air
when burned.
Kurt Zwaly, global warming solutions
manager for the NWF, described the spe
cific environmental issues that global
warming affects.
“The summer ices are declining,” said
Zwaly. “Animals are affected because
places for birds to lay their eggs are dimin
ishing. Birds are also dying far before they
are supposed to, due to miscalculated
migration patterns.”
The broadcast also showed the large car
bon footprint that colleges leave on the envi
ronment; universities tend to annually spend
$20 billion on facilities, and $370 billion on
goods and services. The total gross domestic
product of the U.S. is higher than that of 20
nations. That fact was surprising to Kim
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Environmental Club hosted an online broadcast at “Chill Out” April 16.
Lehan ’ll, whose projected major of Biology setting up a student-run bus system, reduc
and minor of Global Studies have informed ing emissions by 170 tons between 2006
and educated her about economic and envi and 2007.
ronmental issues around the world.
George Benison, the president of the
“I’d like to say that the GDP of all the University of Montana, explained that stu
universities in the country is completely dents are also taking measures themselves
shocking,” she said. “But when you think to reduce their own carbon footprints.
about it. . . that’s not shocking. However,
“Many of our students have been
that doesn’t make it any less sad.”
inspired to make their own efforts,” said
One environmental issue in particular Benson. “They are replacing light bulbs,
that colleges are encouraged to improve [and] turning lights off when they are not
is their large consumption and emission in use, among other things.”
of energy, particularly of gas and other
The habitat restoration, waste reduc
fossil fuels.
tion, educational awareness, and more
The University of Missouri in award wdnt to. Cascadia Community
Columbia, Mo. won the contest prize College/University of Washington,
for energy efficiency. They have Bothell (which share a campus). A
employed a program in recent years group of students from both schools
that hired students as interns to do restored urban wetlands, put in a large
energy audits around campus. After the compost area, brought in goats to limit
results of the audits were analyzed, the the number of invasive plants, and
college, under Gary Ward, assistant fixed toilets on campus to save 40,000
manager of facilities, upgraded to gallons of water in eight months.
combine their heat and cooling sys
The colleges are most proud of their
tems, not only saving energy, but Wetlands Interpretive Center, which will
money for the college as well.
be a place for students to recreate and
Brian Gay ’ 11 expressed support for the study wetlands, wjiich are becoming
University of Missouri’s efforts.
scarce worldwide.
“I’m in Environmental Club,” he said. “So
Chancellor of Students Kenyon Chan
I support any attempts by colleges to lessen has high hopes for the center.
pollution and improve energy efficiency.”
“It will be a place for students to study
The prize for the best improvements in the environment firsthand,” said Chan. “It
transportation went to the University of will be a place of education and research.
Montana. The school cut down on student Entire classes or individual students can
driving by offering free bike rentals and come out and do field work.”
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PC Hosts Fourth Annual New England Philosophy Conference
by

Devin Murphy ’10
News Editor

Providence College hosted the fourth
annual
New England Philosophy
Conference, April 19. The conference was
held in Moore Hall from 9:15 a.m. until
4:45 p.m. Michael Bonnell
Conference ’08 organized the event
with Gina Santiago ’09.
Eighteen
philosophy
papers, written by college students around
New England and a few other surrounding
areas, were chosen to be presented. After
each presentation a student from a differ
ent college or university responded to the
paper with challenges and questions.
“This is by far the year that we’ve had
the highest quality of presentations,” said
Bonnell. “Since we’ve started, other
schools have started to hold philosophy
conferences. The newest one I know of
this year was Dartmouth.”
According to Bonnell, approximately
200 people attended the conference
throughout the day.
Christopher Arroyo, Ph.D., Department
of Philosophy, gave a short welcome to
start the day of philosophical exchange
and discussion.
Beginning at 9:30 a.m. there was a
series of six one-hour sessions during
which several papers were presented in
various rooms of Moore Hall.
Elizabeth Klinger of Wellesly College
presented her paper, “Pom-art-graphy?:
Examining
What
Defines,
Art,
Pornography, and Their Division,” in
Moore II at 10:30 a.m. Klinger addressed
the distinction between art and pornogra
phy in her paper. She claimed that the main
distinction between art and pornography ,
that pornography is “dirty” and mass pro
duced while art is beautiful and meaning
ful, is not a valid distinction.
“We have fumbled with the definitions
of art and pornography partly because we
do not know where the division is between
the two,” Klinger wrote in her paper.
She made it clear that her paper was not
meant to define art, but to define what consti
tutes pornography. She used a Power Point
presentation contrasting erotic images with
potentially pornographic images.

KATIE HOGAN ’OVThe Cowl

Above: Joellen Cope of Lafayette College presents her paper “The Distinction
Theory.” Kristina Reardon ’08 (left) responded to her paper.
Klinger ultimately concluded that there
was no concrete definition to determine
what constitutes pornography and what
institutes art because both are subjective.
“However, what I can conclude with a
bit more certainty is that, like other
objects (i.e. chair or urinal), pornography
has a quality or set of qualities that makes
it also capable of being art, even though
not all pornography seems to always be
art,” wrote Klinger in her paper. “I cannot
draw a clear line that separates art from
pornography. Maybe, since pornography
is capable of being art, I could draw one
thick, albeit, blurry line that divides art
and pornography, since we are not entire
ly certain whether and how every object
is art or pornography...Now the line is
blurrier than before, which is an improve
ment from the line that was actually a
forced division that many people believed
to have existed.”
Santiago responded to Klinger’s paper.
“I think that there should have been a dis
tinction between erotica and pornography,
not art and pornography,” said Santiago.
Santiago volunteered to respond to
the paper.
“I had to read the paper and really
think about the response to facilitate dis
cussion between the audience and the
author,” she said.
She found the challenge of attempting to
differentiate art and pornography interest
ing but difficult.
“There’s no definite way to do that,”
said Santiago. “It’s hard to make a distinc
tion between the two. The standards of art

and sexuality are very socially oriented.”
At 11:30 keynote speaker Kym
McLaren, Ph.D., of Ryerson University
delivered
a
speech,
“Becoming
Rational: The Cultivation of Care,” in
Moore Hall III.
Alan Karbula of Ithaca College present
ed his paper “The Supply and Demand of
Life,” at 2:45 p.m. in Moore 106. Karbula
argued for the legalization of organ-selling
in his paper.
According to Karbula, organ-selling
cannot be considered unethical
because the benefits greatly outweigh
the consequences. A legalized market
would stop exploitation, which is
prevalent on the black organ-selling
market currently, due to the implemen
tation of laws and regulations.
“With this legal enforcement, existing
business regulations would prevent
exploitation,” said Karbula.
He went on to argue that he does not
think that if the organ-selling market
was to be legalized that the poor would
not be exploited as they are now. Also,
completely banning organ-selling would
not be solution either, because, “. .
.funds would be allocated to stop the
illicit market. In doing so we would
leave the poor in poverty and the socalled rich dying.” According to
Karbula, no government price regulation
should be a factor in deciding organ
price, price should simply be deter
mined by supply and demand. Buyers
would also be much less likely to buy an
organ on the black market if given the

chance to buy an organ legally, because
they would have a history of an organ
purchased legally. Legalization would
also prevent the black market from
securing a monopoly over the market.
In conclusion, Karbula made a final
point that corporations would not be able
to stockpile organs to drive prices up
because there is a limited time during
which they must be transplanted.
Brittany Allen ’08, responded to
Karbula’s paper and attacked his argument
for legalizing organ selling.
“Just because people are doing it we
should make it legal?” said Allen. “That’s
not a good enough reason.”
Allen said that organ selling was uneth
ical and promoted dangerous and
unhealthy lifestyles.
“Instead of promoting organ selling
we should promote healthier lifestyles,”
she said. “Treat your body as a means,
not an ends. I just don’t think there’s any
foundation for the legalization of selling
your body. It takes a lot of self-denial to
get over that immorality of treating your
body as an object.”
Allen did praise Karbula’s efforts to
write the paper.
“I think it was a good paper it sparked a
lot of questions . .. even though it is a log
ical solution I think there’s something
intrinsically wrong with it,” said Allen.
Joellen Cope of Lafayette College was
one of the last students to present her
paper, “The Distinction Theory,” at 3:45 in
Moore Hall II. Cope’s paper continued in
what she described as philosophical tradi
tion’s attempt to try and define abstract
concepts. Her paper was concerned with
more clearly defining what constitutes lit
erature. She ultimately discerned that three
values constitute a piece of literature: aes
thetic value, cognitive value, and interpre
tation-centered value. However, she said
that the decision of what constitutes good
literature and poor literature is still very
subjective and difficult to interpret.
Kristina Reardon ’08 responded to
Cope’s paper and raised questions
pointing to its possible need for a
more concrete attempt to define good
literature and bad literature.

Stock: Students Rock Out at Music Festival
continued from front page
hours, which is longer than the festival has
run in previous years.
“Due to last year’s success, the event
is longer than it was last year, running
from 2:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.,” said
MacMannis. “We have basically fol
lowed the patterns of last year’s success.
Last year was the first year it was out
doors, [the] first year with cotton candy
machines, and [the] first year with tie
dye t-shirts. All of these features are
back this year.”
The group’s efforts were devoted to
planning the event which went smoothly,
with the exception of the sometimes chaot
ic process of finding bands to play.
“Planning is always a really long
process,” said MacMannis. “It is also hard
to find bands at first, and then by the end
you have so many bands suddenly contact
ing you that you can’t fit in the schedule.
It’s hard putting a limit on the musicians.”
The bands that played at the festival
included Matt Cotter and John Ryan
Cummings Project, Capitol Hill, Joel
DeFelice, RSun, Darren Helstowski,
James K. Parker, Dr. Dave and Friends,
The Soul Explosion, K2 and The Cat’s
Pajamas, Cut Two, Alex Donnelly and The
Upstairs, Triple Point, Sandman, and Ian
Kaloynides. The bands were booked by
MacMannis who has planned the festival
in previous years and undertook many
responsibilities this year.
“I contacted all the bands, created the
schedule, I [MCed] the event, I made the
Facebook event, had all of the meetings
and phone calls with SAIL and Physical
Plant and basically just made sure every
thing went well,” said MacMannis.
The Outreach Committee agreed that
the turnout for Stuartstock was impressive

and thought the crowds of students lying what they can do. For example, there were student bands for the first time at
on blankets, tie-dyeing t-shirts, and spend some freshmen who blew us away this events like Stuartstock, and I think it is
ing time with friends testified to the year and that’s awesome that we get to see important to support your classmates
and schoolmates.”
event’s growing success.
them in that light.”
“It’s a good opportunity to hear
The committee planned Stuartstock with
MacMannis agreed with Seguin and
bands from the school and enjoy the feels that the festival is the perfect oppor the concept of community in mind.
weather,” said Melissa Barrera ’ll. tunity for students to come together with According to MacMannis, Stuartstock and
“Things like this strengthen the sense of out alcohol and to listen to music.
Clam Jam gave students an opportunity to
community at our school.”
“Stuartstoek is non-alcoholic, so I come together.
Another student who enjoyed himself think it shows that fun can be had at
“I think this being the day after Clam
was A.J. Battaglia ’ll.
non-alcoholic PC
events,
said Jam is cool,” said MacMannis. “It sort of
“The music is really cool,” said Battaglia. MacMannis. “Also, it is great to have a makes this like the best weekend of the
“It’s a gorgeous day and I’m really enjoying large showcase for the musical talent at year. Every year, the best part is seeing
it, but 1 need some sunscreen.”
this school. People often hear these everyone outside in one place.”
The impressive crowds were a direct
result of the group’s ability to publicize
the event.
We had our publicity committee make
posters, we created a Facebook event, we
used table tents, we had a slide on the PC
Channel, and a lot of word of mouth,” said
College
MacMannis. “Also, the bands tend to help
publicize because they make sure their
friends come.”
Phillips Memorial Library
Caitlin Gleason ’ll said one of the
main reasons she went was because
Stuartstock was publicized so well.
LIBRARY HOURS-READING AND EXAM PERIODS
“[I came today because] I heard about it
through SAIL News, Facebook and just
through the grapevine, and it’s a beautiful
Friday, May 2
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
day,” said Gleason.
Saturday, May 3
8:00 a.m.- 10:00 p.m.
The large selection of bands offered a
Sunday,
May
4
9:00
a.m.- 2:00 a.m.
wide range of music. The day kicked off
Monday, May 5
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
with Eve-6 covers and finished with
Tuesday, May 6
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
songs like Michael Jackson’s “Smooth
Wednesday, May 7
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Criminal” and Joe Cocker’s “With a
Thursday, May 8
Little Help from My Friends.” The
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Friday, May 9
Outreach Committee agreed that the mis
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
sion of Stuartstock is to expose bands to
Saturday, May 10
8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
students in an alcohol-free environment.
Sunday, May 11
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
“I like how it is an outlet for student
Monday, May 12
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
bands on campus,” said Seguin. “There are
Tuesday, May 13
8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
some really talented people at PC and they
get to show their friends and classmates
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Elections:Class Positions Chosen for 2009, 2010, and 2011
continued from front page
Andy MacMannis ran uncontested for the
position of treasurer of the Class of2009.
“As a member of the Student Congress
since freshmen elections, 1 have become
well aware of what it takes to be a good
leader because I have seen some of the best
in action,” he said. “I also know what it
takes to work with my class, because I
have been doing it since I got to
Providence College.”
He also said he hopes to work on a class
gift that his class can be proud of.
MacMannis said that he ran for treasurer so
he could work directly with the
Commencement Core and ensure that the
class’ finances go where they are most useful.
The five elected representatives for the
Class of 2009 are Meagan Durigan , Mike
Ajello, Molly Kerwin, Jason Upham, and
Danielle Schaetzle.
Meagan Durigan said that while she has
never before run for Congress, her time on
the committees last year provided her with
necessary experience.

The administration is beginning
to listen to student input, but
there is still a long way to go in
establishing mutual respect
between adminstrators, faculty
and students.
Meagan Durigan ’09

“The administration is beginning to lis
ten to student input, but there is still a long
way to go in establishing mutual respect
between administrators, faculty and stu
dents,” Durigan said. “Protecting the aca
demic and social freedom of the students is
essential in devising our own solutions to
the problems facing our school.”
Mike Ajello said that he hopes to give
back by serving as class representative.
“The students at Providence College
make our school special, and I think we
need to get them more involved than
ever,” Ajello said.
Molly Kerwin said that as a member
of the Congress Outreach Committee
last year, she has come to appreciate
Student Congress’ crucial role at PC.
“My experiences on Outreach helping
to plan such events as Late Night
Madness, Trick-or-Treat for Canned
Goods, Junior Leadership Conference,
Stuartstock, and the New Tailgate initia
tives have given me experience promot
ing PC students as individuals and the
institution as a whole,” said Kerwin.
Jason Upham said that he hopes to
better the Class of 2009 in its last year
before entering the real world.
“My main objectives would be to
improve our academic programs so that
our degrees are worth more and are more
competitive, and to increase student
involvement at PC as the number of people
who want to be involved far outweighs the
venues that allow students to get
involved,” Upham said.
Danielle Schaetzle said that she is glad
to be able to continue her duties as repre
sentative for the Class of 2009.
“I will continue to give back to the insti
tution that has given me so much over the
past three years,” Schaetzle said. “I hope to
leave PC better than when I found it.”
Class of 2010
Jaimie Scambio said that as president of
the Class of 2010 over the past two years,
she feels she has acquired the experience
to make for another great year.
“As an individual, I have the enthusi
asm, dedication, and devotion to our
school as a whole,” she said. “I see a bright
future for the Congress in changing many
different aspects of Providence College
and reaching out to the students and work
ing with the administration to do so.”
“Through creating and passing legisla
tion, planning events, and raising money

for our class and for our school as a whole,
I only look forward to even more opportu
nities in the future,” Scambio said.
Megan Breen, who said she has served
as a Class Representative for the past year
on the Publicity Committee, ran uncontest
ed for the position of Vice President of the
Class of 2010.
“Over the last year, the Publicity
Committee has seen a lot of positive
change and I would like to say I had a
helping hand in that,” she said. “I am
very active on campus as the captain of
four intramural teams, as well as within
my class helping to plan the sophomore
ball and other events.”
Blair Brendli said she wanted to be
elected as the secretary of the Class of
2010 because she is eager to become more
involved in issues on campus.
“I want to make improvements and put
forth new ideas to not only create a better
college atmosphere, but also try to provide
every PC student with the best possible
experience during their time here,” said
Brendli. “I plan on not only offering my
own opinions, but also listening to the
ideas and issues of my peers.”
Michael Coffee ran uncontested for
Treasurer of the Class of 2010. Coffee
said he knows what Congress is capable of
and wants to make it even better.
“After a year on Congress, I have
learned how Congress works and its
relationship with the administration,”
Coffee said. “And I believe as class
treasurer, I can take this knowledge and
make the 2008-2009 school year a great
one for everybody.”
“I have seen what Congress is capable of
doing, and there are a lot of things that need
to be done to make Providence College a
great place,” he said.
The five elected representatives for the
Class of 2010 are Anne Impellizeri, Lauren
Riley, Joe Miller, Chris Huber, and
Andraya Pulaski.
Anne Impellizeri said that she served on
the Outreach Committee of Student
Congress this year.
“Issues that I plan to work on include
increased publicity of events on and off cam
pus, monthly open forums on campus, and
the recommendation of a 24-hour social
lounge for students,” said Impellizeri.
Lauren Riley said that she ran for
Student Congress in order to become more
proactive in student life at PC.
“There are many changes that are con
stantly being implemented here at PC, and
it is imperative that the students maintain
their voice throughout the various process
es,” she said.
Joe Miller said he would like to see a
stronger relationship between students
and the Congress members that repre
sent them.
“Although Congress currently plays an
important role in representing the interests
of the student body, I believe that there can
be more of a connection between students
and their elected officers,” Miller said.
Chris Huber was unavailable for comment.
Andraya Pulaski said that her dedi
cation, enthusiasm, punctuality, and
outspoken nature will help her in her
role as Representative.
“I believe that my love for PC,
approachability, desire to enact change,
and genuine concern for the concerns of
the student body show that... I will take
my responsibilities seriously and execute
my duties with passion,” Pulaski said.
Class of 2011

Patricia Carroll said that her passion for
Providence College will help her as the
new President of the Class of 2011.
“I love Providence College,” Carroll
said. “From the moment I set foot on cam
pus, I have been inspired by the opportuni
ties presented to me, and I have the desire
to give back to our school.”
Carroll said that Urban Action at the
beginning of this year served as a window
into the possibilities for service open to her
over the next four years.
“I am determined to invest my time and
energy, my heart and soul into this job to
ensure that all of us have the best three years
here at Providence College,” she said.
With a year of experience on Congress,
Timothy O’Mara is the new vice president
of the Class of 2011.
“After being a class representative this

year and a member of the Academics
Committee, I have learned how Student
Congress runs here at PC,” O’Mara said. “I
am willing and excited to take the next step
and become vice president of our class. I
will try my best to make sure everyone’s
voices are heard and help people connect
with congress when they have ideas or
events they would like to see on campus.”
Brigid Quinn was successful after vying
for the position of secretary.

I believe that serving as a
Representative for the Class of
2011 will allow me to promote
not only an opinion, but that of
my peers, on meaningful
aspects of our lives at PC.
Peter Van Name ’ll

“I feel that I would like to become a part
of Congress because of all that it does on
Campus. I would like to be able to take
part in making major decisions involving
the Providence College Campus and its
student body,” she said. “I believe that my
leadership skills would be very useful. I
could be beneficial in passing fiiture legis
lation and planning major class events.”
The uncontested Class of 2011 treasurer
is Kelli O’Donohue.
“I’ve learned how the finances of
clubs and organizations work, which
will serve instrumental with our JRW
planning,” O’Donohue said. “By work
ing as a cohesive body of students
inspired to make a difference, we will be
able to acknowledge our personal differ
ences and diverse backgrounds while
simultaneously focusing on what unites
us all as PC students, pupils of our
world, and followers of God.”
The five elected representatives for the
Class of 2011 are Peter Van Name, Mark
ElBach, Eamonn Nolan, Mike Nagle, and
Thomas Fitzgerald.
Peter Van Name said that he would like to

make the most of his experience at PC and have
a voice in his community by serving as represen
tative on Student Congress.
“I believe that serving as a representa
tive for the Class of 2011 will allow me to
promote not only an opinion, but that of
my peers, on meaningful aspects of our
lives at PC,” Van Name said.
Mark ElBach said that serving as repre
sentative over the past school year has
opened him to many opportunities.
“One area that I will be looking forward
to the most is fundraising for our class,” he
said. “Sophomore year is a crucial year for
fundraising because of the high costs of
junior year.”
Eamonn Nolan said that he has never
had the opportunity to lead a class or a
school, but now as representative, he final
ly has the chance.
“I will take what I learned leading vari
ous high school organizations such as
Habitat for Humanity and the National
Honor Society, and apply it to helping lead
Providence College in a successful and
efficient manner,” Nolan said.
Mike Nagle said he is both interested
in representing his class and excited to
have the opportunity to participate in an
organization that can make changes.
“I am interested in representing our
class in a number of facets, including
Congress meetings, committees, and
student events on campus,” Nagle said.
“I am also excited to have the opportu
nity to take part in significant school
wide legislation that affects students
and faculty.”
Thomas Fitzgerald said he would like
to take advantage of this opportunity to
lead Providence College in a way he has
not been able to before.
“Although I do not have much experi
ence with student government, I believe
that this allows me to better connect with
my peers, most of whom are the same way,
and represent them in Congress as an
embodiment of the needs and wants of the
Class of 2011,” he said. “Now that every
one is acquainted with the school and its
policies, I hope to represent my class to the
best of my abilities.”
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Cianci:Buddy Says He’s Not Running For Office
continued from front page

was in need of help.
“Over these six terms the Mayor trans
formed the city from a city that you could
n’t drive through fast enough into one that
you would rather not leave,” said Hemond.
He argued that without Cianci’s efforts
many students wouldn’t have wanted to
come to Providence College, “never mind
visit it.”
Cianci took the stage next and was
ushered on by a loud round of cheers.
He spoke to his audience, thanking stu
dents for attending despite the pope vis
iting the United States and the Red SoxYankee game.
He first described his personal history in
politics. Cianci started as Assistant
Attorney General of R.I. and then became
the prosecutor of the Anit-Corruption
Strike Force. In 1974 he was elected
Mayor of Providence. Cianci said his

motives for running for office were power,
his own ego, and his “deep commitment
and, a deep dedication” to the city.
At the time, the city faced many prob
lems, such as a decline in jobs and in the
quality of education. During his first term
he “closed nine schools without a peep.”
“I got concerned when the Bible Society
moved out,” said Cianci.
He said that he changed the role of
mayor, into that of risk-taker. His goal was
to “restore the confidence of the people.”
He worked to gain the trust of the people
and was reelected twice.
In 1984 he resigned from office. Cianci
glazed over the incident that caused his
resignation from office for the first time.
He pled no contest to assault: assailing a
man with a lit cigarette, an ashtray, and a
fire log. Cianci has reportedly said that the
man was having an affair with his wife,
which both his wife and the man deny.
He launched a reelection campaign in
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Cianci answered questions about his career after his speech and made jokes.
1990 and won. Cianci showedthe film of
his campaign ads, joking about his loss of
hair since they had been filmed.
Next in his lecture he discussed how
he revived Providence. He attracted
major businesses and started major con
struction projects as part of the “New
City’s Plan.” Cianci didn’t oversee the
completion of the plan because of his
trial and conviction of conspiracy.
He briefly spoke about his experiences
during the “Plunder Dome Trial.” He said
that he was only guilty of one count and of
conspiracy. He said that it was his respon
sibility to know if people that he hired
were taking part in illegal actions.
Beginning his sentence in 2002, Cianci
served until his release from prison on
May 30, 2007.
In his lecture, Cianci focused on the
problems that Providence faces today.
“[We] need to reverse social and eco
nomic trends,” said Cianci.
He also said that it is evident there is a
problem in the state when the third biggest
source of income for the state is gambling.
According to Cianci, the reason for the
lack of economic growth is a lack of feder

al and state funding that has inhibited
Providence from continuing to grow. The
current budget deficit is something that
Cianci thinks Providence must overcome
and get creative in finding a solution. He
said that he talks about this topic, and oth
ers on his radio show weekdays on WPOR
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
After speaking, there was a question
and answer session. Students asked
questions ranging from his unique popu
larity as a Republican in this state to
which presidential candidate he sup
ports. As of now he is undecided.
Cianci then answered the all-important
question, one that is on the minds of both
his supporters and critics: Will he run for
mayor of Providence again?
He is officially allowed to hold office
again in 2012, per the Rhode Island con
stitution
under
the
“Buddy
Amendment.” The next mayoral election
that he is eligible to participate in is the
November 2014 election.
“I’ve served quite a bit of time, in
quite a bit of places, but never say
never,” said Cianci.
For now Buddy is only a radio station
away.
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Pope Benedict XVI Journeys to the United States
By Lorraine Dalton ’ll
World Staff

United States
housands lined the streets of

TWashington, D.C. on Tuesday,
April 15, to catch a glimpse of Pope

Benedict XVI’s first visit to the United
States. One of the first statements made
to the journalists by the Pope was deep
shame of the sex scandals concerning
Catholic clergymen, and stated, “The
sexual abuse of minors is a ‘counter
sign’ to the Gospel of Life.”
On the morning of April 16, Pope
Benedict’s 81st birthday was celebrat
ed by the President and 12,000 other
guests at the White House where an
official reception and welcome took
place. According to EWTN, in the
Oval Office the Pontiff discussed with
President Bush the religious nature of
the trip, and hopes for the meetings
with U.S. Catholics, representatives of
Judaism, and leaders from other
Christian faiths. His Holiness antici
pated a first visit to Ground Zero and
the United Nations, which will mark
the 60th anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. The
Pope then gave a speech at the
Basilica of the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception.
The Holy Father spoke to educa
tors—including Providence College’s
own president Rev. Brian J. Shanley,
O.P.—and students at the Catholic
University of America. The Pope stated,
“Education is integral to the mission of
the Church to proclaim the Good News.”

At the Apostolic Nunciature in the
nation’s capital, Benedict XVI prayed
with and listened to a small group of
persons who were sexually abused by
clergy members and proclaimed, “We
will absolutely exclude pedophiles
from the sacred ministry.”
On April 18, New York’s Fifth
Avenue was jammed with people hop
ing to catch a glimpse of the newly
arrived Pope on the way to St. Peter’s
Basilica. At St. Peter’s he spoke of a
new Pentecost to launch a renewal of
the American Church.

Education is
integral to the
mission of the
Church to proclaim
the Good News.
Pope Benedict XVI,
in a speech at Catholic
University of America.

Pope Benedict XVI made history by
visiting the Park East Synagogue on
his way to an ecumenical prayer serv
ice at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church.
There His Holiness was greeted in
German by Rabbi Arthur Schneier
who proclaimed, “I thank God that
both of us survived,” in reference to
the Holocaust. Pope Benedict is the

Fox
The Pope greeted a packed Yankee Stadium with open arms, celebrating Mass on Sunday,
April 20. Over 57,000 people were in the audience.

first pope to ever step foot in a U.S.
synagogue, and this was only the third
time a pope has done so worldwide.
The Pontiff also spoke with 50 handi
capped people, encouraging them to be a
sign of nope. Pope Benedict stated that
they need to use their differing talents
and gifts to serve God and sympathized
with the pain they endure.
In a conference with the UN, the
Pope said, “What the world needs are
interventions in the form of collective
action by the international communi
ty .. . Human rights, of course, must
include the right to religious free
dom.” The Pontiff thanked the UN for
their hard work and collective response
to international conflicts.
The Holy Father visited Ground
Zero and, during a solemn ceremony
with family members, first respon

ders and survivors, lit a candle where
the Twin Towers once stood. After a
concluding prayer for the victims,
their families, and those who sur
vived on 9/11, Pope Benedict blessed
Ground Zero and the 24 people pres
ent with holy water and met with
them all individually.
The papal Mass was celebrated on
Sunday at Yankee Stadium where the
thousands of people present were
encouraged to “use their blessings of
freedom to a build a future of hope.”
Pope Benedict also acknowledged the
American Church’s immigrant parish
ioners and conveyed how faith in the
U.S. has changed because immigrants’
traditions have enriched the Church.
As the- Holy Father departed he asked
all Americans to “continue bearing
joyful witness to Christ our hope.”

Supreme Court Upholds Lethal Injection Use
by

Diana Gingles ’08
World Staff

United States
N A RECENT SUPREME COURT CASE,

bo you think capital punishment by lethal
injection should be legal?

"No. I don't
believe in the
death penalty."

8rad ^Namara
Compiled By:
Molly Vaughan ’08

"I think it is
ridiculous that the
American justice

system is trying to
find better and
more humane ways
to end a human

life."

I

Baze and Bowling v. Rees, it was ruled
that death by lethal injection of prison
ers is constitutional. The ruling on
April 16, in a 7-2 vote, determined that
lethal injection as administered under
the death penalty “is properly and
humanely applied,” according to CNN.
The lethal-injection methoa is used in
35 states. However, the debate over
lethal injection as it is administered to
prisoners came with the concern that the
drug mixture used in the injection may
cause pain when given to convicted
criminals. If so, letnal injection would
tamper with every prisoner’s constitu
tional right that prohibits “cruel and
unusual punishment.”
Ralph Baze and Clyde Bowling Jr.,
two inmates from Kentucky, first filed a
suit against their state’s injection meth
ods three years ago. Kentucky utilizes
a three-cnemical injection method,
which Baze and Bowling contested.
The two convicts were not contesting
their own death sentences, but instead
raised concern over the methods used to
cause death.
The chemical injection method con
tains three different drugs. The first
drug, sodium thiopental, makes the
inmate unconscious.
Baze and
Bowling claimed that this drug was not
administered properly. If the drug
wears off too soon, the prisoner would
be conscious of pain as the lethal injec
tion method proceeds, explained CNN.
A second drug, pancuronium bro
mide, is a muscle relaxer that paralyzes
the inmate, making him unable to com
municate or express his feelings of pain.
The third drug, potassium chloride,
causes cardiac arrest and is extremely
painful if the person is conscious.
Kentucky state officials say that their

lethal-injection methods are congruent
with methods administered by other
states, reported CNN. A doctor is present
during the procedure and may supply any
care to the prisoner before the execution.
Baze and Bowling’s lawyers argued
that a safer method of capital punish
ment could be used on prisoners. A
method similar to that used on animals,
“a single, massive dose of barbiturates”
could be a better alternative, explained
The Washington Post.
The Supreme Court ruling against
Baze and Bowling solidifies the consti
tutionality of the lethal-injection method
in Kentucky and the rest of the U.S.
The justices did not specifically focus
on the constitutionality of the chemical
mixture of drugs, explained CNN. This
mixture is used in most states that per
form executions. Many citizens were
hoping for the Court to outline a furn set
of standards defining the constitutional
ity of this three-drug method.
Chief Justice John Roberts wrote in
the majority statement, “Kentucky has
adopted a method of execution believed
to be the most humane available. If
administered as intended, that procedure
will result in a painless death.’5
In the Supreme Court, there has been
continued debate over the constitution
ality of the death penalty and the ways in
which death penalty laws must be
refined since the 1970s.
When asked about the recent case of
Baze, Katherine Ali ’10 said the issue is
extremely controversial. “How constitu
tional is it if the death penalty is under
such constant review? I think that it
shows something if it has to be constant
ly reviewed by the Supreme Court.”
One man was executed in Texas on
the day the Kentucky case reached the
High Court in September 2007. Since
then the justices placed a nationwide de
facto moratorium while the Kentucky
case was under discussion.
This recent ruling will allow states to
resume executions. However, no execu
tions are scheduled for the next few weeks.
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Economics, Energy Demands,
and Hungry Mouths

ceptable. Brazil’s President Lula da
Silva, however, whose country is
actively bringing aid to Haiti’s popu
ROTESTS ERUPTED IN HAITI EARLI lation, states nonetheless that the
ER this month, consummating in underlying problem isn’t the move
violence that caused five fatalitiestowards bioruels.
“Biofuels are not the villains threaten
and the firing of the country’s Prime
Minister, Jacques Edouard Alexis. ing the food security of poor nations,”
The nationwide rioting occurred as da Silva said in a press conference. “On
a result of an acute food shortage in the contrary, if they are developed in
the country, and the Associated Press accordance with each country's limita
reports that the United Nations plans tions and reality, they could be essential
to ship 8,000 tons of food, as well as tools for economic growth and energy
other humanitarian aid, to the coun independence.”
The next candidate for the root-oftry within the week. Yet such aid is
only a temporary fix for what is a all evil that da Silva and other authori
much deeper, widespread problem, ties point to is the economic policy that
according to a report issued by the tends to be imposed upon the Third
UN’s World Food Programme on World by the World Bank and devel
Tuesday, April 15. There has been a oped countries - that of economic “lib
forty-percent increase in food prices eralization.” Economic liberalization
worldwide, it asserts, which, far favors complete and open trade via the
from being independent of the issues reduction or elimination of a country’s
of the developed world, is inextrica tariffs and other trade barriers, and it is
bly linked to them.
the policy that the Haitian government
Perhaps it is the unholy triangle was pressured into adopting in exch
of the twenty-first century—the ange for U.S. aid in quelling its 1994juncture at which the current eco 1995 coup.
With crop yields thus subjected
nomic and energy markets must be
reconciled with a growing world entirely to the free global market, local
wide food shortage. One ofthe most fanners are often unable to compete
controversial aspects of this dilem with the subsidized crop imports from
ma is that of biofuels, an energy developed countries, forcing many
source that many see as the most local farmers out of their trade. The
immediately promising alternative well-being of many developing coun
to fossil fuels. Yet the UN report tries, therefore, is directly proportional
states that an increased diversion of to market import prices that they either
crops like com and sugar cane to can or cannot afford.
this one purpose has already short
“This is a sobering account of the failchanged the agricultural market, a ure of industrial farming,” said a statetradeoff that the UN claims is unac- ment issued collectively by eight differ-

By Christopher Mitchell ’09
Wori.d Staff

P

ent consumer and environmental groups,
including Third World Network, and
Greenpeace, in response to the report
that “small-scale farmers and ecological
methods provide the way forward to
avert the current food crisis and meet
the needs of communities.”

By Jenny Arvanaghi ’10
World Staff

Local

Regardless of its place in the chain
of causation, the World Bank has
begun to acknowledge the problem. It
is currently asking for wealthy partic
ipating nations to help fund the $500
million it projects as necessary for
providing relief for the agricultural
market. In what it dubs the "New
Deal for Global Food Policy," the
Bank is also attempting to improve
the agricultural policies of such countries in the long term.
“V
We have to put our money where
our mouth is now so that we can pt
put
food into hungry mouths,” Mi.
[r.
Zoellick, head of the World Bank,
55
tells BBC. “It's as stark as that.

Friar Finance
By Michael Lepri '10

World Staff

Examining the Candidates’ Economic Plans
2008 presidential candidates
have varying views on the issues
facing the economy:
Mortgage Crisis
John McCain had recently noted
that he wanted to do away with gov
ernment intervention during the hous
ing crisis all together. He has now
changed his plan to call for more fed
eral intervention and spending.
McCain’s plan hopes to give
Americans the ability to “trade a bur
densome mortgage for a manageable
loan that reflects their home's market
value.” McCain’s new plan is similar
to those that have been proposed by
Democratic candidates Barack Obama
and Hillary Clinton.
Obama and Clinton are for federal
aid to help homeowners. According to
The Wall Street Journal, Clinton
called for “a new $30 billion housing
stimulus package to allow cities and
states to purchase foreclosed proper
ties.” Obama calls for similar policies,
including a “$10 billion funa to help
head off foreclosures.” These “stimu
lus plans” are nothing more than gov
ernment aid to those who should not
have been able to buy homes in the
first place, and Obama and Clinton
have yet to explain how they will
judge who will receive this aid and
now it will be funded.
Taxes
Even though John McCain was one
of the few Republicans to vote against
the Bush tax cuts, he has vowed to
make them permanent if he takes
office. McCain says that he has
changed his mind because of the
declining economic situation. In order
to bolster growth and create jobs,
McCain also plans to cut the corporate
income tax rate—the rate corporations
are charged on profits—from 35 per
cent to 25 percent. There are still unan
swered questions for McCain from the
Democrats as to how these cuts will be
paid for. If successful, however, these
tax cuts could bring in more revenue
due to an increase in corporate profits.
The Democrats, on the other hand,
he

T

are for raising taxes across the board.
Obama’s platform states that he wants
to impose a “Making Work Pay” tax
credit that “will completely eliminate
income taxes for 10 million
Americans.” Obama also wants to
“simplify tax filings for middle class
Americans ... so that millions of
Americans will be able to do their
taxes in less than five minutes.” This
plan goes on to state that it will save
Americans time and money, including
$2 billion in tax preparation fees.

Presumed Republican nominee John
McCain delivered a speech on his economic
proposals on Tuesday, April 15.

There are several problems, howev
er, with Obama’s plan, especially its
potential to increase unemployment
and increase government spending. By
eliminating taxes on the low-income
earners he would encourage people to
make less money and avoid taxation.
If he decided to put the IRS in charge
of tax returns he would eliminate the
millions of jobs in tax preparation and
would thus have to increase taxes to
enable the IRS to prepare them.

Week in
REVIEW

Clinton has a similar stance on taxes.
She says she “will return to the income
tax rates for upper-income Americans
that we had in the 1990s,” when she
was first lady.
At the April 16 Democratic debate in
Philadelphia, both candidates proposed
to raise the capital gains tax. Capital
gains tax is the tax on the profit from
the sale of assets such as stocks, bonds,
and property. The moderator of the
debate, ABC anchor Charlie Gibson,
asked the Democrats a number of ques
tions on the issue of the capital gains
tax. Gibson wondered if they would be
for increasing such a tax considering
that “in each instance, when the [capital
gains tax] rate dropped, revenues [for
the government] from the tax
increased.” Both candidates were
unable to provide a sufficient answer to
this question.
C.E.O Pay
Both Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton want the federal government
to crack down on enormous C.E.O,
pay packages. Obama wants to pro
vide an advisory service to stockhold
ers to help them decide how much to
pay their top executives. This plan,
however, would be non-binding,
meaning that the company’s board of
directors would not have to listen to the
votes if they did not choose to. Hillary
calls the outrageous C.E.O, pay “offen
sive” and supports Obama's bill.
Senator McCain's top economic
advisor Douglas Holtz-Eakin recentlysaid that McCain “would like to see
shareholders and boards of directors
take the initiative to ensure that pay
packages for C.E.O.s are reasonable
and in line with performance.” All three
candidates agree that the government
needs to have some role in deciding
how much America’s top executives
should be paid.
Many argue, however, that the gov
ernment has no right to intervene on
the issue of a C.E.O.’s salary because
the C.E.O. is being paid on the sole
basis of company profits and market

Employment Declines in Rhode Island
Rhode Island lost 3,100 payroll jobs
last month, bringing its unempl
oyment level to its lowest number in
five years, according to The Providence
Journal. The unemployent rate rose to
6.1 percent, one full percent higher
than the national unemployment rate
of 5.1 percent. This recent decline in
employment is due to the national
increase of food and gas prices cou
pled with the slowdown in consumer
spending and the persistent housing
and sub-prime mortgage issues,
which some speculate has led the
U.S. into a recession.
The state reported the biggest job
losses in manufacturing, retail, and
professional and business services.
The construction industry has also suf
fered as people can no longer afford
building materials and supplies.

National
Pope Meets -with Victims
of Sexual Abuse
One of the most significant events
of Pope Benedict XVI’s first trip to
America was his memorable visit to
those who were sexually abused by
priests in the Boston area.
The Pope met with about 1,000 boys
and girls on Thursday after Cardinal
Sean P. O’Malley of Boston organized
the meeting. Pope Benedict had
requested this meeting to personally
pray and talk with the victims, many
of whom were extremely moved.
In his homily at the open Mass at
Nationals Park in Washington, D.C.,
the Pope spoke of the scandal and its
victims. “No words of mine could
describe the pain and harm inflicted by
such abuse,” he explained. He empha
sized, though, that “it is important that
those who nave suffered be given lov
ing pastoral attention.”

International
Danica Patrick Makes History
On Sunday, April 20, Danica Patrick
become the first female winner of the
IndyCar series. She won the Indy
Japan 300, finishing 5.8594 seconds
ahead of Helio Castroneves on the 1.5
mile Twin Ring Motegi oval. Patrick
remarks on her win: “It’s a long time
coming. Finally, it was a fuel strategy
race, but my team called it perfectly
for me. I knew I was on tne same
strategy as Helio, and when I passed
him for the lead, I couldn’t believe it.
This is fabulous.”
Last year she finished a career
best seventh in the season stand
ings. In 2005, she was the first
female driver to lead the Indy 500,
placing fourth.

Health
Artificial Turf Can Be Hazardous
Fears of contamination arose as
two fields in New Jersey were
closed last week due to high levels
of lead in the synthetic turf.
The U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission is looking into
the health hazards of lead in artifi
cial turf fields at schools, parks, sta
diums, and colleges across the coun
try. Athletes can potentially swal
low or inhale fibers or dust from the
playing surface.
A pigment containing lead chro
mate is used in some of the fields to
make the turf green and to hold its
color in the sunlight. Although
some believe the risk of playing on
the turf field is low, health officials
are still running tests to determine
its effects. If lead is being inhaled
in high levels by athletes, it can
cause brain damage and other ill
nesses, especially in children.

World
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The Election Updater 2008
Your source for the latest news from the Democratic and Republican Parties
By Amanda Silk ’08, World Editor Emeritus

Barack Obama
Sen. Barack Obama (Ill.) believes
that 21 debates between him and his
Democratic rival Sen. Hillary Clinton
(N.Y.) are enough, and has called for an
end to their debates. “I’ll be honest
with you, we’ve now had 21,” he told
CNN. “It’s not as if we don’t know
how to do these things. I could deliver
Sen. Clinton’s lines; she could, I’m
sure, deliver mine.”
Sen. Obama believes that the debates
are drawn out and do not address the
real issues. In their hot contest over the
upcoming Pennsylvania primary, Sen.
Clinton and Obama dueled on
Wednesday, April 16, in an ABC-spon
sored debate. Sen. Obama was dis
turbed by the debate and remarked,
“We set a new record, because it took
us 45 minutes before we even started
talking—until we started talking about
a single issue that matters to the
American people.”
ABC journalists Charlie Gibson and
George Stephanopoulos, who moderat
ed the debate, were widely criticized
for focusing on “gossip” more than
pressing policy issues.
“It was another step downward for
network news and in particular ABC
News . . . whose usually dependable
anchors, Charlie Gibson and George
Stephanopoulos, turned in shoddy, des?icable performances,” Washington
ost television critic Tom Shales wrote
in a blistering review.
While Sen. Clinton has accepted an
invitation to a debate next week, Sen.
Obama has not yet, as he asserts that he
has a lot of campaigning to do in
Pennsylvania and North Carolina in the
upcoming weeks.
On Thursday, April 17, all three pres
idential candidates independently met

with British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown. Sen. Obama revealed that he
and Brown discussed “strengthening
the U.S.-British alliance, and ‘common
challenges’ such as the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars, instability in the
global economy, and support for
democracy and prosperity in Africa.”
After the meeting, Sen. Obama depart
ed for North Carolina, where early vot
ing for the May 6 primary begms in
some counties on April 24.

. . . Charlie Gibson
and George
Stephanopoulos
turned in shoddy,
despicable
performances.
Washington Post journalist
Tom Shales, on the handling of
the recent ABC-sponsored
Democratic debates.

Hillary Clinton
Sen. Clinton has been campaigning
hard in Pennsylvania where her lead
over Sen. Obama has diminished to
single digits. The primary, which is
the first Democratic primary in six
weeks, has 158 delegates at stake.
Currently, Sen. Obama leads Sen.
Clinton overall by 146 delegates,
while Sen. Clinton leads Sen. Obama

by 22 superdelegates.
2007 tax report. The report indicated
In Pennsylvania, Sen. Clinton is that his total income amounted to
enjoying the support of three key $405,409. While this represents a
voter blocs—the working class, good income by many standards, it
Catholics, and seniors. However, she does not explain his position as the
has seen her lead shrink, and some ninth richest member of the 535
pundits point out that voters are dis members of Congress with assets of
suaded by the negative tone the cam over $36.5 million.
paigns have taken.
To find those answers, one needs to
Paradoxically, the candidates have look to the separate tax return filed by
taken to criticizing each other for his wife, Cindy, who is heiress to her
their criticisms. Sen. Clinton said on father’s beer distribution company and
Saturday, April 19, “I just heard that therefore worth approximately $100
my opponent has put out an ad million. The McCains have stated that
attacking my health care plan . . . they do not release Cindy’s taxes to the
instead of attacking the problem, he public “in the interest of protecting the
chooses to attack my solution,” as privacy of her children,” as reported by
reported by CNN.
CNN. In comparison, both Democratic
On a lighter note, Sen. Clinton candidates file and release their taxes
appeared on Comedy Central’s The jointly with their spouses.
Colbert Report on Thursday, April
While McCain received $23,000
17, during which she poked fun at ner from Social Security, over $58,000
ability to solve any problems. from his Navy pension, and almost
Colbert was having technical diffi $177,000 from book royalties, he still
culties as asked the University of asserts “my life has not been one of
Pennsylvania audience, “Are you privilege and luxury. I had the great
telling me there is no one in this the honor of serving in this country.”
ater who can fix the mess we’re in?”
McCain’s returns also indicate his
when Sen. Clinton heroically came philanthropic interests, as he donated
on stage declaring, “I can.”
26 percent of his income to charity,
While she only made a brief comic mostly to the John and Cindy McCain
appearance, backstage she talked Family Foundation. As a means of
with John Edwards, who has not yet comparison, the Clintons donated 15
endorsed either of the Democratic percent and the Obamas gave six per
contenders. Sen. Clinton has not dis cent to charity.
closed the content of their conversa
The Democrats are quick to pro
tion. It is important to note that an claim that the withholding of Cindy
endorsement by Edwards, a powerful McCain’s tax returns indicates a lack
North Carolina native, would be of transparency on McCain’s behalf.
important before the May 6 North However, McCain easily fires back
by comparing his situation to Sen.
Carolina primary.
John Kerry (D-Mass.) who did not
release the tax returns of his wealthy
John McCain
On Friday, April 18, the campaign of wife, Teresa Hines Kerry, during his
Sen. John McCain (Ariz.) released his presidential campaign.
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Meeting “Starts to Thaw” China-Taiwan Relations
By Mary Kate Nevin ’09
World Editor

“Thank you,
Your Holiness.
Awesome
speech.”
'President George W. Bush
to Pope Benedict XVI
at the White House
welcoming ceremony

Oddly Enough Virgin C.E.O to marry
By Molly Vaughan ’OS

couple in space

World Staff
he eccentric founder of the Virgin

TGroup, Sir Richard Branson, is plan
ning to set another record next year: he
willofficiate at the first wedding m space.
The 58-year-old billionaire adventur
er stated that he plans to conduct the
ceremony 70 miles above Earth on the
first Virgin Galactic sub-orbital flight.
Branson s ambitious Virgin Galactic
company aims to give ordinary people
the opportunity to be astronauts, start
ing with test flights this summer.
In January, Branson unveiled the
SpaceShipTwo, a vehicle he believes will
start a space tourism trend. It will attach
itself to an aircraft until it reaches 50,000
feet, at which point it will blast into the

outer atmosphere. Renowned astro
physicist Stephen Hawking—along
with 200 others—has already booked
a flight on the spaceship. A Virgin
spokesperson saia that there is also a
plan for a honeymoon in space.
This is not the first offbeat wed
ding that Branson has officiated.
Last year he obtained a 24-hour
license from an online church to
marry a Virgin employee and his
bride on a flight to Las Vegas.
Record-breaking is also familiar to
Branson, who set a 1986 record for
crossing the Atlantic in a powerboat
and crossed the Pacific Ocean in a
hot air balloon in 1991.

China
President Hu Jintao and
Taiwan’s Vice President-elect
Vincent Siew held a historic meeting on
Saturday, April 12, to focus on improv
ing diplomatic and economic ties.
“On this occasion I am happy to
exchange opinions on the cross-strait
economy with Mr Siew,” said Hu,
according to the BBC.
According to Taiwian’s incoming
president, Ma Ying-jeou, the week
end’s meeting has “started to thaw the
ice” between Taiwan and China.
But Ma also acknowledged there
was still “a long way to go” in improv
ing relations with China, and added,
“We have melted only a small chunk
of the iceberg.”
Taiwan and China have been ruled
by separate governments since 1949,
when, during the Chinese civil war, the
Republic of China (ROC) government
fled to Taiwan intending to reoccupy
China. In 1971, however, the United
Nations ceased to recognize the rogue
ROC government as representative of
the country, and shifted its diplomatic
relations back to Beijing.
Since then, Taiwan nas never offi
cially declared independence—indeed,
since the split, China has regarded any
attempt by Taiwan to do so as justifica
tion for war. It continues to hold mis
siles perpetually aimed in Taiwan’s
direction, emphasizing its willingness
to use force if necessary.
China still considers Taiwan, one
of Asia’s only functioning democra
cies, to be part of its territory, but
operates under a “one country, two
systems” solution, like it does with
Hong Kong.
The tensions over the history and
hina’s

C

present state of Taiwan have resulted in
an essential freeze of political and espe
cially economic relations. Taiwan nas
banned direct trade and most direct
transport links with mainland China
since 1949, and visits to Taiwan by
mainland tourists are severely restricted.

Ar

China’s President Hu Jintao and Taiwan’s
Vice President-elect Vincent Siew met last
weekend to forge better economic ties.

Saturday’s meeting represents the
highest level of contact the two gov
ernments have had since their split.
“Thanks to the . . . meeting, some of
the barriers for the resumption of talks
have been removed,” Ma said. “The
mainland authorities displayed good
will at the forum.”
Ma, who in March won the Taiwanese
presidential elections, campaigned heav
ily .on a promise to try to to improve rela
tions with China, increase tourism and
trade between the two, and ultimately
work together on a peace treaty.
The meeting was also praised inter
nationally. U.S. Deputy Secretary of
State John Negroponte regarded it as
“a good way forward” for the two to
finally come to a reconciliation of
their hostilities.
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Dick Cheney Pointless Policies Cause Headaches
Can Predict
the Future
Rules are important for maintaining safety and order, but some are just a hassle to students.
by

Ben Perry ’10

Commentary Staff

by Jackie

Kramer ’10

Commentary Editor

POLITICS
Dick Cheney scares the hell out of me.
I mean that in the most politically correct,
non-partisan way I could possibly say it.
As vice president, he is arguably the sec
ond-most powerful man in the world, and
yet as a politician, he is alarmingly dis
connected with his people, content with
being the poster boy for the power-hun
gry, out-of-touch conservatism which has
plagued this country for eight years.
A few weeks ago, when reminded that
two-thirds of Americans do not support
the war in Iraq, the VP responded, “So?”
SO? SO!? So . . . democracy! I am pretty
certain it’s what this country was found
ed upon. It has something to do with a
government of the people, by the people,
for the people. The people want out of
Iraq. So?
In a popular YouTube video, you can
watch Cheney explaining in 1994 why the
troops from the United States did not
invade Baghdad in the Persian Gulf War
in 1991. “Do you think the U.S. or UN
forces should have moved into
Baghdad?” asks the interviewer. “Oh no .
. . because if we had gone to Baghdad we
would have been all alone, there wouldn’t
have been anybody else with us, it would
have been a U.S. occupation of Iraq . . .
Once you got to Iraq and took it over, and
took down Sadaam Hussein’s govern
ment, then what are you going to put in its
place? That’s a very violent part of the
world, and if you take down the central
government in Iraq, you can easily end up
seeing pieces of Iraq fly off.” It’s like he
can predict the future! Better yet, he knew
exactly what would happen if we invaded
Iraq. Whether we occupied in 1991 or
2003 is beyond the point; Cheney knew
the consequences of an invasion.
He goes on to say, “The other thing
was casualties. Everyone was impressed
with the fact that we were able to do our
job with as few casualties as we had. But
for the 146 Americans killed in action
and for their families, it wasn’t a cheap
war. And the question for the president,
in terms of whether or not we went on to
Baghdad and took additional casualties
in an effort to get to Sadaam Hussein was
how many additional dead Americans is
Sadaam worth? And our judgment was
not very many, and I think we got it
right.” Well, Mr. Cheney, you got it
wrong now. Since 2003, over 4,000
United States servicemen and women
have been killed in Iraq, and almost one
million Iraqis have met the same fate due
to the war. It has not been a cheap war for
the dead or their families this time
around. Yet Cheney and Bush continue to
justify the surge of troops, and each time
a soldier falls, he or she is commended as
a hero.
If you watch or read some of Cheney’s
2002-2003 speeches, you will see that he
uses fear to incite the people into sup
porting the war. Watch or read a speech
from 2007, and it is scary how the speech
is almost verbatim—just substitute the
word “Iran” for “Iraq.” The instigation of
fear has got to end. We cannot continue
to allow ourselves to be scared into con
tinued occupation, let alone another inva
sion of a nation.
I read in Time that George W. Bush hon
ored Michael Monsoor with a medal of
honor—posthumously—with a tear in his
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“We apologize for the inconvenience.”
Every time I see this phrase, I groan,
because I know what it means. It means
that someone in the great infrastructure
that is some sort of administration is
choosing to enforce some sort of unnec
essary rule or annoying policy for the
sole purpose of exercising power. We are
all familiar with this sort of ridiculous
ness; rules that are in place even though
they are arbitrary and extremely incon
venient. Providence College and its affil
iates are full of them, as I’m sure is any
other institution.
For example, let’s look at our own res
idence halls. There are a number of rules
in place that don’t seem to matter that
much. There seems to be a problem with
guests visiting who are under the age of
18. Now, perhaps that is not a major prob
lem with most of the student body, but
some students may have high school
friends coming to visit and experience the
school, or siblings who want to share the
experience for a weekend. Sure, there is a
concern that these guests may indulge
themselves in the alcoholic partying that
seems to be popular on campus, but that
is by no means an excuse to ban all visi
tors of this age range. If they choose to
drink, it is their own fault, and let’s be
real—it probably isn’t their first experi
ence with alcohol. Everyone makes his or
her own choices and deals with the conse
quences, and those under the age of 18
are just as culpable. I can’t see how the
college can ban all guests under a certain
age because there is a chance they might
participate in underage drinking. If that is

their concern, they should suspend all
undergraduate admission until the
prospective students are at least 21 years
of age. After all, that would ensure an end
to the drinking problem on campus—if
it’s all legal, there’s no problem.

Safety is important,
but once the
necessary safety measures
are met, then the
activity is good to go
—unless of course,
the fun police show up.
And maybe we are a little afraid of fire
on campus, what with the history of flam
mability Providence College seems to
have, but why is grilling on the quad so
taboo? Generally, a 10-foot radius around
a campfire is sufficient to avoid any acci
dents; the same should work just as well
for a smaller, confined grill flame. It
gives the students a great chance to build
a sense of community and have a good
time, and as long as there is a pitcher of
water or a fire extinguisher nearby, I can’t
see what the major problem is. Safety is
important, but once the necessary safety
measures are met, then the activity is
good to go—unless of course the fun
police show up.
While I’m complaining, I might as
well bring Sodexho into it. There simply
aren’t enough guest passes included in
the meal plan, and it’s expensive to eat at
Slavin all the time. That said, if you run
out of guest passes, it seems like it would
be logical to double swipe your card at
Raymond Hall. Well, apparently the rule
is that you cannot do that, and I can’t for
the life of me figure out why, except for

the sole purpose of making things diffi
cult. We pay for a certain number of
meals a week, regardless of whether we
use them. Once a student has a meal plan,
Sodexho cannot lose the money from that
plan, so why does it matter how the stu
dent uses his or her swipes? If I were to
bring a guest to one meal and have my
card double-swiped, then two people eat
two meals on two swipes, which is mon
etarily exactly the same as if I were to
enter twice and get swiped once each
time. So where is the difficulty? They get
the same amount of money either way;
they just like to be difficult.
Security has its share of problems, too.
Over Easter break I left my wallet with my
license and other important things in my
room, so I made a special trip up to cam
pus to retrieve them. Dorms were locked,
so I asked a security officer to let me into
Aquinas Hall to retrieve my personal
belongings, and he refused, saying that he
had no proof I was a PC student and that
the room I would enter would be my own.
That would be reasonable, except I had my
PC ID card on me, and the room has my
name on the door. I asked him if this would
work, and he insisted that he had to be dis
patched by the security office to let me in
anyway. Now, this frustrated me but I still
understood why he would want to be dis
patched, and why the office had to check
my ID and make an official record just in
case. Anyway, I walked all the way back to
the security office, where I asked if I could
be let into Aquinas to retrieve my belong
ings, and the officer there said “sure,” and
dispatched the very same officer who had
sent me there, without even asking me my
name. I begin to wonder why we have a
security office if this is the sort of contra
diction that it practices.
It is rules and regulations like these that
can make living on campus annoying.

Higher Prices Means Bigger Debts
by Andy

Kowal ’10

Commentary Staff

CAMPUS
It is springtime again, which means
that many high school students are choos
ing where they are going to attend col
lege. A lot of factors play into the deci
sion: the school’s reputation, size, majors
offered, location, and many other things.
One element that some consider, and
some luckily do not have to factor in, is
the price of tuition and room and board.
This is no small factor. Providence
College recently announced that it would
raise its tuition and room and board costs
for the 2008-2009 school year. While PC
is not alone in upping the cost of higher
education, it seems that it may be contrary
to its own ideals.
It is no secret that the Providence College
student body is stereotypically thought of as
white, preppy, and wealthy. In fact, this year
The Princeton Review, a guide to help people
choose colleges, listed PC as number eight in
the “Little Race/Class Interaction” section,
and number one for the “Most Homogeneous
Student Population” section. Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P. has tried to combat this percep
tion by increasing diversity on campus and
trying to attract students of lower economic
status. This has been proven through the
amount of financial aid given to students,
including myself, have benefited from. It
seems a contradictory idea to me, however, to
raise the costs to attend this school if the
school is trying to attract people without a lot
of money.
In the April 10 edition of The Cowl it was
reported that there will be a 6.5 percent

increase in tuition and 4.6-5.9 percent in the
cost of room and board, estimated to be over
$4,000. That is no small chunk of change. I
understand that this is a private institution and
that this is the main form of income for the
College and therefore they have every right to
raise costs if they need to, but $4,000?
Deciding to attend college means that you
commit to paying a certain amount of money

and you have to know going in that tuition
may rise. But, to me at least, $4,000 seems to
be a very steep increase. Maybe this is a rad
ical idea, but why not have the increase in
costs affect just the incoming class? When
you get accepted to a school and say you will
attend, that should be a deal with the school to
go for a certain price. It should be a contract
that says that you can attend for four years at
this price and have the price stay that way.
That way when there is an increase it will
affect only the students that still have the
option to attend somewhere else if their
finances cannot meet the price of the school.

But to have someone go through one, two, or
three years of school already, making friends,
establishing relationships, earning credits
toward a degree, and then all of a sudden up
the costs when they are too invested to leave,
is deceptive and a little cruel.
Saying that, I do not believe that the
administration has malicious intentions. I
know they use the money to pay the
salaries of the professors and highly underappreciated janitorial, cafeteria, and main
tenance staffs, and to upkeep the buildings.
But is raising tuition the only way to get
the money? I am sure that if the school
needed new fitness equipment the money
would be readily available but when a new
professor needs to be hired suddenly, the
burden falls on the students.
People wonder why the economy is in
such a bad state today. One of the reasons is
that college costs are going through the roof
while people’s incomes are not getting any
larger. I do not have a trust fund; there is no
rich uncle leaving me an inheritance when he
dies, so I have to pay for this school through
scholarships, grants, and student loans. I do
not mind doing so because I love this school
and want to attend here. I am beginning to
worry, however, how I am ever going to get
an apartment, a car, and the general necessi
ties after I graduate, and still be able to pay off
my student loans. Raising the tuition and
room and board costs affects me on a very
personal level because raising it $4,000 next
year puts me in debt for that much longer.
I understand that college is not a handout
and that all of the things about Providence
College that make it great cost money. But
when I can buy four Mercedes-Benz SUVs
for the price it is to attend here for four years
there is something inherently wrong in that.

Commentary
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Don’t Risk Your Skin:
Fake Tans and UV Rays
by

Taylor Trudon ’ll

Commentary Staff

SOCIETY
I love spring at Providence College. 1
love the sputtering sound of the lawn
mower as it moves across the front lawn
of Albertus Magnus Hall, allowing me to
inhale the sweet aroma of freshly cut
grass. I love having Development of
Western Civilization seminar outside on
the lawn discussing the Renaissance and
basking in the sun with the infamously
spastic squirrels. There will be no more
waiting for the RIPTA in frigid tempera
tures or trudging through the slush just to
get to Raymond Hall for a replenishment
of food. This past week has been the
warmest of the year, and I was finally
able to break out my shorts and two-forfive-dollars Old Navy flip flops. What
was even more exciting was finishing up
classes at 1:30 p.m., grabbing a copy of
Rolling Stone, a towel, my Aviators, and
some friends, and heading outside to the
quad. This being my first experience of
laying out on the quad, it felt like I was
going to the beach as my friends and I
stupidly stood outside the parameter of
the lawn, surveying the territory, which
was infested with a sea of bikini-clad girls
and Frisbee-tossing boys. After designat
ing a patchy area of grass in front of
Meagher Hall as our “spot,” we immedi
ately laid out our towels and my friends
began to soak up some good ol’ UV rays.
Notorious for my Snow White skin that
can scorch better than the lobster special
at Red Lobster, I wasted no time in
slathering on a couple layers of Banana
Boat on my exposed outer limbs and face,
carefully taking note of those hard to
reach areas such as the back of my neck.
Not only was I sure to take advantage of
sunscreen, but I also kept my t-shirt on,
ignoring the prospect of forming a dread
ed “farmer’s tan.” As I offered the tube of
Banana Boat around the circle of my
friends, I did not neglect to notice that no
one was quite jumping out of their swim
suits to take some. Many claimed that
they were Italian and their good genes
guaranteed a deep tan, while others
assured me that the pain of a blistering
sunburn was worth the result of a brown
tint. See, the great thing about this spring
time business is that you do not have to
pay to stick youfself into a cancer bed,
because the sun will do it for you for
free—no payment necessary.
Although you are saving yourself a
couple of dollars from going to the tan
ning beds at Capital Tanning and are
inevitably delaying your oncologist visit
several years from now, I think that

everyone knows the real price you will
pay with your new unhealthy-looking
aura. Having tried many remedies and
substitutes for a fake glow, I have come to
the conclusion that none will suffice for
the authentic tan that I have spent many
years baking my skin at the pool to
achieve. Like many, you may think that
going the spray-on route is best, but if you
have ever seen the Friends episode where
Ross attempts this, you will begin to think
otherwise. Thanks to spray-on tans, my
senior prom pictures deserved to be
burned. First off, going into a spray-on
tanning booth can be a very confusing
experience as you must stand awkwardly
in a booth wearing a shower cap, and as
you are thinking how mortifying it would
be if someone walked in on you, an unex
pected tsunami wave of orange mist covers you, just as you open your mouth to
take a gasp of air. Needless to say, besides
almost passing out from orange vapor
inhalation, I have not returned since. I
shelled out $50 the week before prom so I
could look like a carrot on steroids and
then proceeded to go burn myself at the
beach. Thus, my prom, one of the most
cliche/monumental occasions of my
teenage life, will be forever documented
with Kodak snapshots of my chest peel
ing like old paint on a wall.
Alas, there is hope. If getting sprayed is
not your cup of tea, you can always trek
down to your local CVS and pick up some
tanning lotion. Unfortunately, it may take
several hours for your “tan” to magically
appear, and you may unintentionally miss
some spots on your body, making it look
like you applied your liquid bronzer in the
dark. Even worse is when you manage to
successfully pull off a natural, sun-kissed
look, but you neglected to pay attention to
your hands and have streaked palms a la
Lindsay Lohan.
So I propose a solution: Let’s embrace
our paleness. As far as I am concerned,
pale is the new tan and our skin will be
looking fabulous without the wrinkles
and blemishes when we hit 30. Just take a
look at Cate Blanchett, Evan Rachel
Wood, and Kate Winslet, who are just a
few of the stunning fair-skinned beauties
of Hollywood who refuse to succumb to
the cancer beds of Tinseltown. With sum
mer drawing near, it is tempting to desire
the I-just-got-back-from-the-Bahamas
appearance, but if you refrain from smol
dering your skin with sun rays now, your
skin will be that much more beautiful 20
years from today. As for myself, I will be
investing in a bottle of Jergens, so that I
can gradually accumulate a healthy glow
in time for the best season of the year.
Besides, you can bet a dozen fake-bake
tans that Kate Winslet never forgot to
bring her Coppertone to the beach.
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“Why did they replace the perfectly serviceable
manual paper towel dispensers? Because by the
time you’ve waved enough to activate the auto
matic ones, your hand is dry."

The End of the World?
I Don’t Buy It . . .
I was going to write about the Pope
and his saying Mass at Yankee Stadium,
but was told it would be too offensive
and that I would probably lose all of the
three friends I have. So 1 decided that 1
am going to write about the end-of-theworld prophecy that is published in
2008-God’s Final Witness, written by the
self-proclaimed
end-time
prophet
Ronald Weinland.
First things first, I would think that a
prophet would have a much cooler name
than Ronald. Ronald’s so boring. Why not
something cool, like Damien, or Luke?
Something biblical.
Secondly, if you know me at all, you
know that I believe all this stupid non
sense. I don’t know if it is just because 1
am an incredibly gullible person, or if it is
because there is something wrong with
me. It is probable there is something
wrong with me, but for now, we’re going
to go with gullible. I am very gullible.
From
the
Mayan
Calendar
to
Nostradamus’ bold end-of-the-world pre
dictions, you can bet that on Dec. 12,
2012,1 will be somewhere underneath 20
inches of cast-iron in a bomb shelter with
or without those who are important to me.
However, as serious as I am, I cannot
even take this seriously. How are we sup
posed to believe that we are all going to
die because of a “final war” that is sup
posed to wipe out mankind and all of its
creations? Ronald wants us to buy his
book and we can find out that way. But I
think I’ve got a better idea.
First of all, nobody can tell the future;

maybe Jesus, but he’s been gone for a
while. Miss Cleo looked promising too,
but in the end we found out that was a
hoax as well.
Most importantly though, and in all
seriousness, I could sit down and really
think about the future and come up with
the worst possible scenario in my head
and write it as truth, moronic gullible
people like myself would buy it, and I’d
be rich like Ronald and not writing for
The Cowl every week. The way the book
is being marketed is plain insulting to my
intelligence too. It is scaring me, while at
the same time trying to tell me that this
Weinland guy is sent from God. Which
brings up another point: How come the
crazy people are always the one sent by
God? I bet he was at the Mass held at
Yankee Stadium the other day. Ronald
also has a direct connection to heaven and
he, and only he, knows when the final war
will break out and how it will destroy all
of civilization as we know it. But it just
doesn’t make any sense. Why would God
want Ronnie to scare us into buying his
books? I’ve learned about God, and I
don’t think that is what He wants to do.
It is scary to think about. I’ll admit it. It
is kind of like that John Edwards guy who
claims he can talk to dead people. Why
would we want to know all of this stuff if
we can’t do anything about it? It will only
make things worse. Worrying that much
has a harsh effect on the stomach—
believe me, I know. Hopefully someone
can fix this problem. 1 know 1 sure would
not like to die in three and a half years.
Better get Al Gore on the phone. He’ll
know what to do. In the meantime, I don’t
know when we will find out whose telling
the truth. I can guarantee I won’t be
around to tell you. But if anyone wants in
on the bomb shelter, let me know, we
have five more spots open.

Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and let
ters to the editor from all members of the
Providence College community, as well as outside
contributors.
All submissions must include the writer’s name,
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printed as space permits. Anyone whose letter is
given consideration for publication will be con
tacted by the Commentary editor to verify the
author and confirm the authenticity of the piece.
Letters should be no more than 250 words in
length. Guest commentaries should be limited to
700 words in length, and only one will be pub
lished per week. The Cowl editorial board and its
administrative supervisors reserve the right to edit
articles for space and clarity. If there is a portion
you specifically wish to remain unchanged, howev
er, please inform the editor-in-chief. Letters to the

editor are the opinions of the writer only and do
not reflect the viewpoint of The Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed
to The Cowl office no later than 5:00 p.m. on the
Monday before publication. Mail submissions to
549 River Avenue, Providence, R.I. 02918, Slavin
Rm. G05; fax to 401-865-1202; submit online at
www.thecowl.com; e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu; or hand deliver to The Cowl Office in
Slavin G05. Call 401-865-2214 with any questions.

Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per year by
mail. Student subscription is included in tuition
fee. Correspondence can be mailed directly to:
The Cowl, 549 River Avenue, Providence,
R.I. 02918, Slavin G05.
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Buddy Cianci Was
www.TheCowl.com the Man of the Hour
by John

Vaghi ’10

Associate Editor-in-Chief

Letters to the Editor:
College s policy on maternity leave does not measure up
We all know there is injustice all around us.
However, at Providence College, we usually
do something about it. I hope that this article
will be the voice that will bring us together to
protest against the following. After a rather
disturbing class discussion about maternity
leaves here at PC, I decided to do my own
research and see what I can do for my facul
ty counterparts. In fact, I was very annoyed
by our College’s rough policy for maternity
leave: According to the Faculty Handbook,
for a year working at Providence College, a
young woman only accumulates one paid
month off that she could use for her materni
ty leave. With this in mind, I sincerely doubt
that women work 12 years, for example,
waiting to accumulate 12 paid months off
before having a child. Setting an example is
the best way to demonstrate this. Assuming
that an ideal maternity leave would last at
least six months, a woman would have to
work for six years before collecting all this
paid time off. Then, if a Ph.D. is necessary in
order to become a professor, a woman proba
bly finishes her studies around the age of 27.
Therefore, to have a decent maternity leave, a
woman would have to wait until being 33
before bearing a child. Normally, women do
not wait that long before having children. By
that time, they already have more than one
child and are focusing on their careers, buy
ing a house, and enabling their children to
have a safe economic and educational future.
It is shocking that women even have to think
about the policies of their employer, which, at
times, apparently make pregnancy appear as
a burden.
More significantly, it is deeply contradic
tory that PC, a Catholic college, offers that
kind of maternity leave policy. According to
the Catholic Church, contraception ought
not to be used, and logically, according to
Providence College’s religious affiliation,
women should not refrain from childbear
ing. But then, how can the College have
such a miserable policy that opens up for
women the idea to delay, or even refuse,
childbearing and to use contraception to do
so? Now, a part of the problem is the above,
of course; nonetheless, the principal prob
lem is that there is no exclusive policy for

“Pregnant Man

maternity leave. In the Faculty Handbook,
maternity leave does not have its particular
category but is included in the broad
“extended sick leave program” . . . Since
when has having to care for a baby been
considered a sickness? Additionally, the
Faculty Handbook qualifies maternity
leaves as “temporary disability” and puts it
under the following program: “in the event
accident or illness renders any member of
the Ordinary Faculty temporarily incapable
of performing his/her duties.” ... Disability
... Accident? Again, there is a very disturb
ing contradiction. Considering the Catholic
view of family as a privileged community,
why does the College’s Faculty Handbook
give such qualification to maternity leave
and interpret it this way? Childbearing and
caring for children is supposed to be the
most beautiful and emotional event in the
world, not a disabling “accident!”
Moreover, the Catechism of the Catholic
Church even states that “this institution [fam
ily] is prior to any recognition by public
authority, which has an obligation to recog
nize it” and that “the importance of family ..
. entrails a particular responsibility for socie
ty to strengthen marriage and the family,” but
more importantly that, “the family must be
helped and defended by appropriate social
measures.” Is Providence College defending
the family by “appropriate social measures?”
Finally, PC’s policy for maternity leave is
even at odds with the College’s own Mission
Statement. With this policy, PC does not
wholly “recognize the unity of the human
family that proceeds from its one Creator.”
Providence College does not, in every aspect,
prepare “its students to be responsible” and it
does not entirely “cultivate ... spiritual [and]
ethical . . . values within the context of the
Judaeo-Christian heritage,” as its Mission
Statement asserts. Providence College,
regarding this policy, is rather turned toward
modem society and its capitalist spirit. It is
understandable that the College tries to avoid
additional expenses, but it is not acceptable
that it does so at the expense of its principles
and ideals.
—Anja Zgodic ’ 11

raises important issues on transgendered individuals

I would beg to ask Maryclaire Dugre
how she would feel if she felt trapped in the
wrong body—if upon waking everday
there was a car alarm in her brain that she
could not silence. For many transgendered
individuals, this is their every day reality.
In response to her question “Since when
did we get to choose our gender?” my
answer would be “everyday.” The Merriam
Webster Online Dictionary defines gender
as “the behavioral, cultural, or psychologi
cal traits typically associated with one sex.”
It has become widely accepted that gender
is a social construct, that the actions we
perform as women and as men are defined
by the culture in which we live. With that in
mind, then, there is also a difference
between the gender we perform and the sex
we were bom with. This article is written in

complete social insensitivity and ignorance
and only will further promulgate homopho
bia and oppression of transgendered indi
viduals. While the situation of Thomas
Beatie is unique and one of the first
instances to be widely reported, at the end
of the day, he is a man. However, when his
wife was unable to become pregnant due to
infertility or health reasons, he drew upon a
part of himself—his biological female
anatomy. For some it is not “an easier
means to the same end” to inseminate his
wife, as it has been proven impossible. As
far as I am concerned, as long as a child is
bom into a loving and caring home, the
birth of a child to Thomas Beatie is in no
way dehumanizing to childbirth.
—Emma Pietrantonio ’08

Cheney: Responding,
"So?" to Americans
continued from page 10:

eye. He said in his speech “Like the three
men who came before him [who have won
the National Medal of Honor since 2003],
Mike left us far too early.” His life did not
have to end when he bravely jumped on a
grenade to save his comrades—he did not
have to be in Iraq in the first place. The
information accompanying the clip on
YouTube states, “Monsoor is a true hero.
We should honor such great humans with
honor. Honor would not be sending them

out to suffer, get wounded, and even die
based on lies. The Bush regime lied us into
a ground war.”
Cheney knew exactly what would hap
pen in Iraq, not months or weeks before,
but nine years before it happened. Now
five years after the war has begun and 14
years since his statements, the Vice
President says, “so?” to the American
people. I wonder if he still thinks
Hussein wasn’t worth the 4,000
American lives lost.

On Wednesday, April 16, in ’64 Hall at
Providence College, Buddy Cianci was the
man of the hour. But nobody knew what time
it was.
I think that sums it up
society
pretty well
was the center of atten
tion; people were interest
ed in who he was and what he had to say,
although many came and left with mixed
feelings about Buddy the person.
Not me, though. I, along with probably
about a third of Providence, would welcome
Buddy back to office. Hell, we’d probably
even throw him a parade. But all too often the
first few words anyone hears when they ask
about the former mayor are “mob,” “jail,”
“corruption” . . . And when all that embeds
itself in the brain it’s hard to look at anyone in
a positive light.
I’m not saying that those words are lies,
necessarily, but I watched the documentary
(Cherry Arnold’s Buddy: The Rise and Fall
of Americas Most Notorious Mayor) and
from what my dad has told me from his time
at PC back in the ’70s, I’d say I know a lit
tle more about the man than most students. I
guess the point is that once you learn about
Buddy’s career, despite his infamy, it’s hard
not to love him.
A lot of people witnessed that lovability
during the speech he gave at the College
(although most of those who went to it
already admired the man; the people who
really should have gone were ones who hate
him). Buddy strolled up to the podium and,
for the first half, captivated the audience
with his infectiously sizzling stories; he had
’64 Hall roaring: For example, one student
asked him, “What would you change about
your last term in office?” to which he
replied, “The verdict.”
Most people would agree though, that his
presentation went on about 15 minutes too
long. For one stretch of time, Buddy blazed
through all these statistics about the city of
Providence and the problems facing it with
barely a breath between sentences (though he
was at his best when he strayed from this
well-prepared speech). Ultimately, most of
the specifics of what he was saying were lost

on those students salivating to hear about the
infamous “Operation Plunder Dome,” but his
basic point was clear: with the city of
Providence stagnating, facing major debt, city
rejuvenation going nowhere, Buddy was call
ing to us for help.
And really, that’s all he was there to say.
The “Prince of Providence” came with a hope
to inspire students to become active in the sal
vation of Providence, or at least make them
aware that, for now at least, it is heading in
the wrong direction.
A short film outlining a lofty
expansion/building project on the waterfront
was shown, though it seemed too grand a
dream to even realize as a possibility consid
ering the current state of the city. But Buddy
always believed that Providence could be one
of the greatest cities in America. Granted, it
can already hold its own with the lot of them,
especially compared to what it once was. He
made sure to emphasize this point as well as
his contribution to the first wave of the
“Providence Renaissance” during the ’90s.
Since Buddy was responsible for the initial
rejuvenation of the city, he was certainly
qualified to talk about its future, and he spoke
about it with passion.
I’d hate to label this jaunt at PC as some
sort of potential reelection campaign; but if
anyone can accomplish what was proposed in
phase two of the “Providence Renaissance,”
it’d be Buddy, and I think everyone knows it
(though Buddy ruled out, at least for now, a
return to politics).
So if you’re still not sure how you feel
about Buddy as a mayor, just look at the reju
venated beauty of downtown Providence and
know he had a hand in all of it. Granted, he’s
a Jekyll and Hyde reflection. But it seems that
more often than not, the uninformed initially
perceive him as Mr. Hyde without ever both
ering to meet the brilliant alter-ego (though
you can meet both sides in his soon-to-bereleased autobiography that he was shame
lessly promoting throughout the night).
Nevertheless, “America’s Most Notorious
Mayor” certainly is a character and, despite
the controversy surrounding him, he will
always draw a crowd in Providence. So I
guess at the end of the night, it didn’t even
matter that Buddy was the man of the hour. If
you get to know him well enough you’ll real
ize that Buddy doesn’t need an hour. He’s got
a city.

Tangents and Tirades
Pope reminds us of the foundation of our nation. Last week, Pope Benedict XVI
began his six day tour of the United States with a welcome ceremony at the White
House. His visit marked his first to the U.S. as Pope and the first papal visit to the
White House in 29 years. On the South Lawn, the Pope was greeted by President Bush
and over 9,000 onlookers, while the U.S. Army Chorus sang the Battle Hymn of the
Republic. Benedict praised America as a great and religious nation, saying, “From the
dawn of the Republic, America’s quest for freedom has been guided by the conviction
that the principles governing political and social life are intimately linked to a moral
order based on the dominion of God the Creator.” He ended his welcome speech by
proclaiming, “God Bless America.” Many in modem education and main-stream cul
ture have attempted to remove religion or any concept of God from the public square.
Such a distorted view of separation of church and state, however, is contrary to the
principles used at our nation’s founding and throughout its history. Benedict’s visit has
served as a great reminder of American exceptionalism and the important role that God
plays in American life.—Mark Scirocco ’10
Lost and found. 1 would like to take this opportunity to apologize for my comments
about my Nintendo Wii in the April 10 issue of The Cowl. Over the weekend, my Wii
was found. It was hidden under a mountain of blankets in my common room. “How did
it get there? ’ you may be asking. Well, to be honest, I don’t know. But I now have it
back, and that’s really all that matters to me. Let me once again apologize for blaming
all of you, the people of the Providence College community. It was never my intention
to do so; that’s just how the cards fell. Rest assured though, I will not sleep, eat, or drink
until I find the culprit(s). You may be giggling out there—a giant joke was played on
Mike and his roomate Brian. But what goes around comes around. You know exactly
who you are —Mike Pettinari ’09
The best person you’ve never met. I was thinking the other day about Providence
College and how big the school really is. I went to a party off campus this past
Saturday for all the girls in the class of 2008, no boys allowed. Not only was it
extremely fun and we got pretty pink t-shirts with a very cool design on it, but I also
got the opportunity to meet many new people that I had never met before. Some of
them I may have recognized, but others I don’t think I had ever seen before on cam
pus. It is going to be quite interesting at graduation when you think about all the peo
ple who are walking across the stage that you never got to know. One of those grad
uates could have been your best friend that you may never get the chance to meet and
one of them could have also been your future spouse that you’ll never grow old with.
So, perhaps there shouldn’t be such an emphasis on junior nights or senior nights, but
maybe McPhail’s should host some more freshmen nights and sophomore nights. No,
there wont be drinking that other places could provide, but there will be a lot of
friendships that otherwise, may get tossed to the side.—Shannon Obey ’08
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Summe
r in the
city
by

Claire Pevoto ’10
A&E Staff

Summer’s rapid approach is not easily
missed at Providence College, as students
pour out of the confines of their dorm
rooms and every square inch of grass
becomes occupied by a sunbather or a
Frisbee enthusiast. Inevitably, someone
(apparently with great confidence in’their
own tastes) moves their stereo speakers to
their window to fill the outdoors with
music. Yes, summer and music just fit
together like water parks and bad sun
burns. If you are looking to heighten your
summer sonic experience while traveling
nationwide, check out what these cities
have to offer.
Any list of cities in which to enjoy
music has to begin with the officially
dubbed “Music City,” Nashville, Tenn.
The prospect of bombardment by country
music’s big hair and telltale twang fills
many visitors with excitement while send
ing others running for the hills, but you do
not have to be an avid CMT viewer to
enjoy Nashville. For a less glitzy, more
backyard-esque feel, head to the Station
Inn, Nashville’s favorite spot for bluegrass
and roots music. In addition to regular
shows, the venue also holds a Sunday
night “bluegrass jam” once a week, so if
you have a banjo or mandolin lying around
the house, don’t forget to pack it for your
trip to Nashville.
For more big-name country stars, no
guide to Nashville can ignore the historic
Grand Ole Opry. The Opry began as a
radio broadcast in 1925 and now bears the
title of “country’s most famous stage.”
Countless performers, from Garth Brooks,
to Carrie Underwood, to Alan Jackson, and
many more, have graced the stage, often
together, to provide for some historic
moments in country music. The Opry is
such a popular destination that its website
even provides a “trip planner” section to
help country-music lovers plan their music
pilgrimage around the venue.
More likely to listen to Louis Armstrong
than Leona Lewis? Pack up your bags and
head down south to New Orleans, the birth
place of American jazz. Satchmo
Summerfest is an annual event, this year
held from July 31 to August 3, which
boasts three stages of jazz music, plus dif
ferent seminars on the genre, a Jazz Mass,
and great food and culture to top it all off.
All over the French Quarter, you can find
local jazz venues, as well as visit the New
Orleans Jazz National Historic Park, which
hosts performances, presentations, walking
tours, and more. Don’t just stay in this tra
ditional area though; the entire city has a lot
to offer, and local businesses especially
need support during this time of rebuilding.
It’s a long haul, but if your travels take
you to the West Coast this summer, be sure
to hit up Seattle for another kind of musi
cal experience. Always acclaimed for its
performance arts, Seattle definitively
carved out a spot for itself on the music
map in the 1990s with the rise of grunge
music and artists like Nirvana, the Foo
Fighters, Pearl Jam, and more. Although

Like I always say, and many people
agree, it’s hard to beat an original. With
this third installment of the Smash
series, my theory sticks. The original
Nintendo 64 Super Smash is ranked in
the top 10 best party games, and frankly,
I don’t think that this new release will
reach that kind of status. Not being the
greatest Smash game doesn’t matter
much though, when the game had the
most pre-orders in history. This could
be because of the two-time release
date delay from December 3 to
February 10 to March 9, but it
could also be because in both
Japan and the U.S., the game
was given a perfect score and
said to be one of the best
games that Nintendo has
ever made.
I can’t
decide which point I
am leaning towards

more, but day by day the game is getting
more interesting and climbing faster up
my list of favorite games.
Super Smash Brawl comes with the
same vs. mode as the previous two games,
but this last release also comes with a sin
gle-player story mode. This side-scrolling
adventure is a great addition to the game
since you get to play as every character
throughout the story and you get to learn
how to work with each one. The oldschool characters like Samus, Mario, and
Link are still around and even better than
before, but rookies like Sonic, Snake, and
Pit are right behind them trying to reach
the level that the ancient fighters have.
With the 35 different characters in the
game, and the fact that all of them are
amazingly even in strengths and weak
nesses, it was very difficult to choose a
favorite. Lately, the newcomer, Lucario,
has been my top choice for beating down
my friends.
This fighting/stealing
Pokemon plays great with high, fast jumps
and a Samus-like charge-up shot. Also a

great secret to this character is the way
that he starts to fight harder and with
more strength the more damage he takes
on, which is great when a one-on-one
fight goes down to the last life.
This latest release from the Nintendo
family has many hardcore Smash fans
glued to the screens, but it has failed to
reel in many new fans. Even with the
high demand for the game, and the fact
that if you didn’t pre-order the game you
probably won’t get it for another month,
Brawl has not impressed me as much as
the Japanese thought it would. Of
course I will turn my Wii on every
day to get my Smash fix, but from
what my other Wii brothers have
shared with me, unless you are a
Smas/i-Fanatic, you won’t be
playing this late into the night
to see who is truly the best
player in Guzman.

its most famous venue, the Crocodile
Cafe, closed in December, the city still
boasts some great music attractions. Pike’s
Place Market, the nation’s most famous
farmer’s market, provides for multi-senso
ry entertainment through the 240 street
musicians who accompany the great tastes
and sights of the market.
Nearby is the Showbox Theater, found
ed in 1939 and providing a variety of
musical entertainment to Seattle residents
and visitors for almost 70 years, accom
modating tastes for jazz, folk, new age,
grunge, and everything in between. Today,
find great indie acts there such as
Decemberists front man Colin Melroy and
folk favorite Brett Denning.
Faithful readers know that I will take
any chance I can get to brag about my
hometown, and really, how could I leave
Austin, Texas, the “Live Music Capital of

the World,” off this list? Austin has more
music venues per capita than other music
hotbeds, including those on this list and
even places such as Los Angeles, Las
Vegas, and New York City.
The summer is a great time for Austin
music. You might be greeted by a live band
while making your way to the baggage
claim at the airport, after which you can
make your way to one of the many clubs
and venues downtown. Antone’s, one of
the most famous, opened in 1975 to bring
soul and blues music into Austin. Since
then it has expanded its operation to
include a wide range of indie acts includ
ing The Format, What Made Milwaukee
Famous, and more. Another great music
locale is Stubbs BBQ, which caters to the
unique Austin blend of indie kids, hippies,
and cowboys, with bands like Wilco, the
John Butler Trio, and the Indigo Girls

gracing the stage at night and events like
the Sunday Gospel Brunch during the day.
Some of the best Austin music attrac
tions are outdoors. Blues on the Green is a
bimonthly free outdoor concert at the
city’s main park, Zilker Park. Attendees
can bring a blanket and a beer to chill out
on the hillside and listen to local and
national acts. Places like the Hills Cafe
invite guests to dine and dance under the
stars, and festivals such as the Austin City
Limits music festival (which we just miss
as it occurs in September) bring in thou
sands of people to a lakeside amphitheater.
Wherever you are this summer, don’t
let your college live music experiences
stop with Lupo’s. Keep your eyes and
ears open for the diverse opportunities to
enjoy music across the U.S. No matter
what your taste, you’re sure to find
something up your alley.

by

Nahuel Fanjul ’ll
A&E Staff

Grade: B+/A-
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Ten Minutes for a Shot at Cinematic Glory
The Department of Theater, Dance, and Film Presents Athletic Accomplishment, Quiet Courting,
and Blatant Silence of the Lambs References
by Annmarie

Granstrand ’09
A&E Editor

and John

Mango ’10
A&E Staff

This past Monday, April 21, the cream
of the Friar filming crop put their efforts
on display for the world and ’64 Hall to
view. Following in the footsteps of past
Providence College cinema stars like Peter
Farrelly, Rob Reiner, and Janeane
Garofalo (even if she now hates PC more
than your mom hates that boy band soul
patch you proudly carved out), current
Friar auteurs brought drama, comedy, and
talent bigger than Juno’s belly.
Waltz, directed by James McGehee ‘08,
portrays the gracefully treacherous dance
of college relationships. The ten-minute
movie delves into a girl’s problems with
her roommate, all of which takes place
through the lens of a voyeuristic camera,
the owner of which just so happens to be
the first girl’s boyfriend. Waltz ends with
a hurried and awkward music-less waltz
between the girl and her boyfriend, a lens
less culmination of a desire for a relation
ship free of manipulation.
The Film Noir Project features chase
scenes that seamlessly show an academ
ically dishonest student running down a
hallway in the Smith Center and finding
himself opening a door out the back of
Slavin. Possibly the most stellar of the
performances was by coordinator of
vocal studies, David Harper. Created by
Matt Hassan ‘10 and Curtis Parvin ‘08,
this black and white film’s tone held up
to its title.
The Race, involves the combined

Wooed by this passing attraction, one student gives into temptation and cheats on
a chemistry exam in Hassan and Parvin’s The Film Noir Project.

efforts of Jeff Harris ‘09, Chris Tompkins
‘09, Mike Pettinari ‘09 and Tommy
Cheely ‘11 featured a tastelessly eccen
tric, but equally chuckle-worthy game
show host who offers cash money to a
group of hung-over college students. The
challenge extended is a blindfolded race
from Radcliffe Ave. to the Aquinas Quad.
The movie got its laughs from inspiringly
cheesy directing, strange visual nonsequiturs, and a convincing performance
by the game show host himself.
Wet Dreams, by Colin Steele ‘10 and
James Kimmett ‘10 featured the sport, the
activity, the lifestyle of surfing. The film
interviews both the directors and a middle

aged lifetime surfer, attempting to under
stand their takes on it. These interviews
are spliced with surfing montages, demon
strating the activity in action.
Providing an opportunity to gain some
insight into the other end of study abroad,
James Kimmett’s film, Global Studies,
interviews three PC international students.
With timely editing and smooth transition,
the short was filmed on campus with casu
al discussion about life abroad from
natives of Sweden, Nepal, and Zimbabwe.
Overall, Global Studies placed third.
Nothing could make a man more vul
nerable than to admit he has not only
watched essentially every episode of

Three's Company but also to document his
trip to meet TV’s favorite neighbor, Joyce
DeWitt. Dan Travers’ ‘08 inspiring docudrama, Just DeWitt, chronicles his upgrade
from JRW to JDW. With clever narration
culminating
in
DeWitt’s
tearjerking/painfully conceited “follow your
dreams” horse poop speech, Travers cap
tures a moment in the basement of the
Hotel Pennsylvania that Lifetime will want
to run as a loop in between episodes of
rape-pillage-maim-spousal-abuse-o-rama.
The most sincerely heart warming film
was a documentary of the IIRI Refugee
Center by Colin Steele ‘10 and Rachel
Miller ‘10. Voted runner-up, the short fea
tured the most precious little children
whose parents had recently relocated from
countries like Iberia to Rhode Island.
Focusing on the hurdles immigrant
refugees face and the services offered by
Rhode Island to help them move and
adjust to America, it’s also filled with
adorable children making silly faces and
playing with video equipment.
After all the votes were tallied, it would
be the efforts of Michael Pettinari ‘09,
Tommy Cheely ‘ 11, Jeff Harris ‘09 and the
notoriously humble Christopher Tompkins
‘09that were awarded first place. Aside
from their mother’s love, laurels include
passes to the Rhode Island Film Festival
and the title of reigning champions in
Providence College film. Be sure to
remember the unnamed suites when you
go off to make more movies that give
nicotine-addicted athletes more encour
agement than all the Air Bud films com
bined.

How Al Pacino Alters Time
88 Minutes...in 108
by

Drew Goucher ‘08
A&E Staff

That’s right. Al Pacino’s latest movie is
actually slightly longer than the 88 min
utes it was named for. But if you’re like
me, you don’t notice time in a movie the
unbearably
ater unless the movie is
bad, or surprisingly short.
MOVIE
Thankfully, 88 Minutes
REVIEW
left neither feeling. The
premise of the movie is simple, but sound.
Pacino’s character, a forensic psychologist
named Dr. Jack Gramm who doubles as a
college professor, learns that one of his
students has been killed after a party. The
killer’s modus operandi seems to match
that of the “Seattle Slayer,” John Forster
(played by Neal McDonough), whom

Gramm helped put away based on the tes
timony of a witness he allegedly coached.
The movie gets its title when Gramm is
told by a mystery caller that he has 88 min
utes to live and is reminded of the ticking
clock at various points in the movie.
The obvious logical question, of course,
is: “If Forster is behind bars, then who is
doing the killing?” And if you’ve seen any
of the previews which reveal Pacino’s sus
picion that Forster is somehow behind all
this in an effort to escape death row, “How
is Forster coordinating all this from jail?”
These, more than “who is the guilty
party?” are designed to be the main ques
tions of the movie, and if you focus on
them, it will make for a more enjoyable
experience. However, here is where the
movie will lose some of its steam, as while
Pacino gives a good performance, many of
the supporting actors are less convincing,
or play quirky characters that seem to be
there more to break the intensity of the
ticking clock, or provide a valve for Pacino
to blow off steam when they hinder his
progress. Ultimately it boils down to
Gramm’s analytical skills hard at work to
“solve his own murder,” as the tagline sug
gests, and the audience’s shock when they
learn the true meaning of 88 minutes to
Gramm, arguably the strongest moment in
the movie from a critical standpoint.
Of course, as in any “whodunit” movie,
or one with any sense of mystery at all,
care must be taken so as to provide clues
throughout, and to continue to develop the
progress of the main character’s search.
However, the counterbalance to this must
be to not give away the answer. The clues
must be trivial and circumstantial, but at
first glance, meaningful. They must hang
on the fence of semi-relevance: useful, but
not telling. The movie does an excellent

MILLENIUM FILMS

Al Pacino’s new film has him playing teacher to the blonde dude from The O.C.
and Leelee Sobieski. In between classes, he attempts to solve his own murder.

job of toeing this fine line, between a ver
bal war of words with Forster, the interac
tion of Gramm with his students and assis
tants, and the ongoing (often violent)
events that transpire throughout the movie
and change the dynamic of the search.
And so, in the end, what you are left
with is much of what you’d expect going
in: action, suspense, a little bit of mystery,
Pacino, some violence, and an “it-all-tiestogether” ending. Neat. Not something
you’d expect in a sequel (although, these
days, who knows?) but something that, if
you’re interested in the genre, you might
want to check out. Pacino does a very good
job, even though many of the other actors

don’t (although McDonough is pretty con
vincing in his more limited role). The
directing is solid but unspectacular. The
writing has its high points and its low
points, and often deals with tying both
together. Overall it was a solid effort, but
nothing remarkable. In other words, don’t
expect any awards, or an instant classic, or
even any major box office accomplish
ments. And in the final analysis, the other
characters could have been developed and
portrayed on screen better. But this is
designed to be the Al Pacino show—what
did you expect?
GRADE: B+
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Seniors’ Final Dance Picks
by James

of the
Week

McGehee ’08

A&E Editor Emeritus
Tucked in the back left of the Smith
Center for the Arts is a mostly empty
square room. Mirror panels line one of its
walls and a sound system resides in the
comer. This wide open space is the dance
studio, and this spring, 14 members of the
Providence College Dance Company have
choreographed original pieces using only a
song and their imaginations. (By the way,
the dance studio is open to all, so if you’re
ever feeling spontaneous.) This weekend,
the Company will perform the choreogra
phers’ works at PCDC’s spring dance con
cert, a student choreography showcase.
Melanie Faust ’08, the president of
PCDC, first choreographed last year. “It was
a tap piece,” Faust said. Set to “Jumper” by
Third Eye Blind, her piece was the show’s
only tap piece. About half of PCDC dancers
are proficient in tap and each show usually
features one tap number.
For her final show with PCDC, Faust
chose to choreograph a modem, lyrical
piece. “I wasn’t going to choreograph
originally,” Faust said. “It takes a lot of
time and energy. Also, it can be stressful.
But it’s my last chance, and since I’m the
president of Dance Company, I felt kind
of obligated.”
To begin the process, Faust said a chore
ographer will usually find an idea or theme
and then look for music to compliment that
idea or theme. Faust, however, wished to
let the music inspire the theme. “I almost
went with ‘Chicago’ by Sufjan Stevens,
but at six-and-a-half minutes, it’s too long.
So I went with something shorter.”
Faust settled on “In Tune” by Avery. She
described the theme as being “semi
depressing,” because the dance depicts the
cycles of friendships and relationships—
how they form and grow, but also how they

JAMES MCGEHEE’08/The Cowl

By Alison DeNisco ‘11
A&E Staff

Movie
Lars and the Real Girl
Directed by Craig Gillespie
JAMES MCGEHEE’08/The Cowl

Melanie Faust ’08 (center) demonstrates to onlooking dancers the next set of
moves she has choreographed to an original dance. Faust’s dance will be per
formed alongside other student works at this weekend’s student choreography
showcase.
break apart to leave people separated and
alone. “As you see, very depressing,”
Faust said. “But I include an aspect of
hope at the end.” The dancers begin sepa
rated at the beginning, partner in the mid
dle, and return to their own worlds at the
end. But there is a subtle moment of con
nection in the breaking apart, representa
tive of the one person who will stick with
you. “I’m not expecting the audience to
quite understand it,” Faust laughed.
I asked Faust how she plans out a dance.
“The first dance I choreographed,” she said,
“I had a vision of how it would progress
immediately.” Although Faust feels that
having the framework of the dance prepared
before she starts rehearsing may help the
theme of the dance come across more clear
ly, she has choreographed her new dance on
a week-by-week basis without even having
an end in mind. “It makes it more interest
ing,” she said.
Each week Faust runs two one-hour
rehearsals. After the dancers chat and
stretch for a bit, Faust has them run over
the material learned from the previous
rehearsal. Then they run the dance through
before learning new material.
When I attended a rehearsal last week, I
saw Faust duly note after a run through of
the dance that, “It could have been better
but it could have been worse.” So I asked
Faust if she ever worries the dance won’t
be show-worthy come concert time.
“During the end-of-the-semester crunch,
all the choreographers begin to panic,” she
said. “But everything comes together.
Some dances just need extra rehearsing.”

This week PCDC has been practicing
hard for hours each night. To begin dress
rehearsals, choreographers will first space
a dance, which means setting the dance to
the stage. Then they will work with light
ing and sound to set how loud the music
will be etc. After spacing and the tech
rehearsal is completed, the dancers will
perform the entire show in costume.
Faust said she prefers the student-chore
ographed showcase in the spring to the
professionally choreographed showcase in
the fall. “There are more types of dance.
We can hang out and learn from each
other. And the less professional atmos
phere makes it more casual and fun.” Still,
she doesn’t feel both shows should be stu
dent choreographed. “The things we learn
from the professional choreographers we
combine with our own style when we
choreograph. If it were not for them, we
would still be using only what we learned
in high school.” During Faust’s freshman
year, Company performed three shows,
two of which were student-choreographed.
“That was way too much work,” she said.
Choreographing your own dance,
however, and learning the necessary
movements to other dances (a dancer
usually will perform in at least four num
bers) can be rough. Despite all the hard
work, stress, and panic, Faust feels it’s
all worth it when she sees the finished
product performed at the show. The
spring dance concert runs this Saturday
at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.

Ladies! Want to increase your
chances of meeting
attractive, young men?

You won’t be disappointed.

Music
Rooney
Rooney
Geffen
One of Rooney's earlier CDs, this
self-titled album is upbeat and sum
mery, perfect for those last pre-finals
weeks when all you care about is
procrastinating and laying out on the
quad.
It pains me to say that
Rooney is currently on tour opening
for the Jonas Brothers, so you may
hear tween girls belting out "Shakin"
like it’s the newest pop hit in the
near future (insert Disney-induced
shudder here). At least the music is
getting out there, I guess.

By Jodi Picoult

Join the A&E Staff.
Pick up an application at
The Cowl office in Slavin G05.
John Mango ‘10
Age: 20
Interests: Model Trains,
Parenthetical Thoughts,
Word Up Magazine

This movie is, in a word, brilliant.
And it just came out DVD! Ryan
Gosling is a sweet outsider who’s just
found the girl of his dreams—prob
lem is, she's a "love doll" he bought
online, who he believes is, well, a
real girl. When the whole town
agrees to play along with his delu
sion, hilarity ensues, along with a
meaningful look at relationships.

Nahuel Fanjul ‘11
Age: 20
Interests: Zack Morris,
Guzman Boyz, Christian
Science Monitor

If you haven't heard about this
incredible book... well, I guess I'll be
the one who has the privilege of
telling you. It focuses on two sisters,
one who was diagnosed very young
with a rare form of cancer, and the
other who was conceived in order to
be her donor match. But what hap
pens when the younger sister comes
of age, and wants to make her own
decisions about her body? This con
troversial novel raises some thought
provoking questions, and is almost
guaranteed to leave you in tears.
Read it.
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Taste

of

the

Note: For his last Taste of the Town after
two years of being Arts & Entertainment
Editor, James McGehee held a contest
among the A&E staff. The winner got to
dine with him at a high-class resturant.
Staff member Claire Pevoto won. As
Pevoto and McGehee are dating, it’s very
likely the contest was rigged. They wrote
the review together.

JAMES MCGEHEE ’08/The Cowl

larssigns. It was nice and small but with a
very classy atmosphere. Even our waitress
looked like she could have gone out to the
opera or something after her shift.
JM: I agree. The coolest part of its dining
room may have been the big wooden oak
leaves hanging on the wall. Like a moose
head with antlers hanging over a fireplace,
the oak leaves were reminiscent of a “for
est meets the home” feel. It was wild yet
comforting, a breath of fresh air yet not
plagued by a frigid breeze, and you could
imagine squirrels running up the wall, but
there were no squirrels running the wall, or
cooked into the food.
CP: Um, yeah. And thank God for that. So,
for an appetizer we ordered a grilled que
sadilla with black beans ($9). I can safely
say as a resident Texan, it was delicious
and really would be enough for a meal by

Claire Pevoto TO
A&E Staff

Town

Oak
959 Hope Street
Providence, R.I. 02906
(401)273-7275

James McGehee: Back in October we
went for ice cream on Hope Street. This was
when Claire broke the news to me. (No, not
that news.) She had decided to excise meat
from her diet; in other words, become a
vegetarian. Ugh. No fun, I thought immedi
ately. This was also the night we passed by
Oak. “Let’s go there sometime,” Claire
exclaimed. “But you’re a vegetarian kid,” I
said. “Eating ain’t gonna be the same no
more. And life, for that matter.”
Claire Pevoto: And no matter how many
times I’ve proved you wrong, you make
fun of my vegetarianism via The Cowl
almost every week. But I think I have vin
dication once and for all now that we final
ly made our way to Oak.
JM: I’ve told you 500 times I’ll stop when
you finally admit vegetarian do not have
life expectancies of 20 years more than
regular, normal, happy human beings.
Anyway, you eat fish, so you’re really a
fishmonger vegetarian. Even though you
picked it out, I was excited about Oak. It
did, however, only show three dollar signs
on its web review and I prefer four dollar
signs. What can I say?
CP: Well, I’m sure any avid follower of
yours already knows that. Anyway, Oak
certainly looked worthy of four dol-
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itself. But were gluttons and The Cowl
pays, so obviously we didn’t stop there.
JM: In my final Taste of the Town, I’d like
to share with you my biggest pet peeve—
when the server brings the entree before
you finish the appetizer. To me this trans
lates as: “Hurry the eff up.” Luckily this
did not happen at Oak, as it does at 50 per
cent of restaurants. Following the appetiz
er we still had to snack from the bread bas
ket.
CP: Yes, our waitress was accommodating
but unobtrusive—a tough balance to main
tain. Speaking of entrees, though, a week
later I still feel full from my Maine crab
cakes ($19.50). Oak serves three of the
biggest crab cakes I’ve seen in my life that
are melt-in-your-mouth moist and incredi
bly tasty. They came with sweet potato
fries and salad. If you’ve never had sweet

potato fries, Oak is a good place to try
them. They were breaded to be extra crispy
and served in a generous portion. The
salad consisted of simple greens with a
light Italian dressing, which was perfect;
anything else would have been too much.
JM: Thanks to the ’07 Compromise,
instated after you refused to let me try your
veal at Ruth’s Chris in your pre-vegetarian
days, I am now legally entitled to a bite of
your food. The crab cakes, I concur, were
incredibly tasty. As for my own entree, I
ordered the shrimp and andouille ravioli
($23). I remember you informed me that
andouille was a kind of sausage, since I
had no idea. I must say, for a vegetarian
you know quite a bit about meat. The wait
ress returned to say, “No more ravioli.”
This did not upset me much, because Oak
has one of the most eclectic menus I’ve
ever ordered from. There is seared duck
breast ($23), spice-rubbed ahi tuna steak
($23), braised lamb shank ($20), and more.
I settled on the veal and Angus beef
Bolognese over rigatoni pasta ($18.50). It
came as a heaping helping of pasta, meat,
and pink sauce that challenged my stom
ach to pack in as much as possible. Still I
had enough left for the next night.
CP: Yeah, I think it’s safe to say I can
kick your butt in an eating contest any
day. But I am glad we opted to split
dessert, because I was getting mighty
full by that point. Oak’s dessert menu
isn’t incredibly impressive, but you can
never go wrong with chocolate lava
cake, so that’s what we chose.
JM: Maybe you could beat me, but in ret
rospect I wish we had ordered separately
because no matter how full I was, the
more chocolate lava cake the better. Oak
was great. Besides, how can I go wrong
having dinner with you?
GRADE: A

Cat’s Pajamas Wake Up Slavin Lawn
The Real "College" Vibe
by

Matt Frederick ’10
A&E Staff

It’s that time of the year again, when
academics start taking a back seat to the
irresistible temptation presented by nice,
warm weather. There have been a few
nice days to start the celebrating, but
spring was officially ushered in on
Saturday with the free, fun festival that
is Stuartstock.
Organized by the always charismatic

junior, Andy MacMannis, Stuartstock is
the perfect beginning to the home stretch
here at Providence College. The day fea
tured free food and shirts for tie-dyeing as
well as some of the best musical artists the
College has to offer. Of the various artists
performing, K.2 and the Cat’s Pajamas in
particular, were warmly applauded and
rightfully so. Showcasing a variety of
musical talent, their performance consist
ed of an even mixture of originals in com
bination with clever adaptations to the

Hosted by Andy MacMannis, Stuartstock brought Slavin Lawn to life last
Saturday. Above and Right: K2 and the Cat’s Pajamas light up the stage.

Found at Stuartstock 2008
likes of Jay-Z’s “99 Problems” and
UB40’s “Red, Red Wine.” From the start,
K2 promised something new and they
delivered right away with their opening
song, “Get Your Party On,” which had
everyone throwing their hands up for their
own 40 ounces to freedom.
The music was just part of the atmos
phere that surrounded the event. With the
promise of free pizza and cotton candy, a
good number of students made the walk
down to Slavin Lawn to join in the festiv
ities. As the usual Saturday Providence
College tour groups walked by one friend
questioned, “Seeing all these people out
and having a good time, how could they
not want to come to this school?” He has
a point. There is no better time on campus
then the last few weeks where everyone
conveniently drops their books and pick
up Frisbees, footballs, and wiffle balls. Of
course I’m not suggesting that Providence
College students do anything drastically
different than other colleges, but laying
out on Slavin Lawn, 1 couldn’t help but
feel like there was no other place I’d
rather be than right there.
So my advice to you is to enjoy the time
while you can. Yes, that is a cheesy thing
that everyone always says about college in
general, but as a sophomore almost done
with half of my college life, I only now
have realized how fast the last two years
have gone by. Don’t be one of those peo
ple who excessively worry about their
finals and projects. Take a day to go to
Newport or Narragansett (although I rec-

MATT LONGOBARDI' 10/The Cowl

ommend Newport since it has a choice of
beaches and also a busy town full of
ridiculously rich people). If you don’t
want to travel, then at least get outside to
the one of the quads where there are
always people relaxing or playing sports.
The point being, we only have September
and April/May where this place isn’t a
raining and snowing wasteland, so make
use of the time wisely. Carpe Diem. (I
said that just because I know half you girls
reading this article just became infinitely
happier at the fact that I referenced your
favorite motto to live by.)
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Ready, AIM, Fire! (But Load First)
by

Kaly Thayer ’10

Portfolio Staff

I have recently had an adventure that
many people have luckily managed to
avoid at my age: I began using AIM.
Ok, ok, now in my own defense I have
never been a huge fan of IM
ESSAY services in general. Mostly
because if I’m going to talk to
someone, I generally want to
talk to them, either face-to-face or at least
over the phone. Now, e-mails work as a
great way of transporting documents or
sending quick notes, but really, my pre
ferred method of communication is still
face-to-face.
So there I was, a staunchly old-fash
ioned communicator, stuck in the age of
the spoken word and wondering what this
thing was that generated so much gossip
and “logged convos” and the like. I was
determined to stick to my guns, stay true to
my roots, and let all this new-fangled IMing business keep its nose out of my life.
Then, the wonders of peer pressure
began their malevolent work upon me.
That, and hearing that my friends had been
up half the night talking to each other and
I wasn’t invited because I couldn’t get in
on the mad messaging game they played.
Ok, enough is enough.
Thus did I begin the process of attempt
ing to install, learn, and use the technolog
ical addiction that is known as AOL
Instant Messenger. It was a little scary, I
won’t lie.
My first problem was a rather obvious
one: I have a Mac laptop. Now don’t get
me wrong, I love the thing and it works

fine for me. Everything I tell it to do, it
does, and it usually does so very well.
With the AOL program, though, I ran into
a little trouble.
But I tried. Oh, I tried valiantly.
I tried downloading the program, only to
find it didn’t want to open on my beloved
Mac. I tried finding a reader or a convert
er program on the Internet, so that I might
access this techno-fangled wonder through
another method. After spending nearly an
hour trying to find a way, any way, to make
this program work on my computer, 1 was
kindly informed by one of my Mac-using,
techno-sawy friends that Mac already has
a program that interfaces with AOL. It’s
called iChat, and I’d had it the whole time.
This was not the end of my feeling the
fool. Oh no, not by a long shot. Next, I had
to pursue the grail of an AOL account: the
name of which I would be judged by here
after! I knew that my “screen name” had
to be clever, original, stunning in its con
struction and representation, as it must
summarize my whole character for others
to recognize and admire!
After many attempts, most of them
failed, I settled on a name. I had it, I knew
I did. Well, to be entirely honest, I was
actually just proud that it didn’t have a
long string of confusing and pointless
numbers at the end of it.
So I logged on. I friended my boyfriend
and a few others whose names I knew from
Facebook or elsewhere.
I sent my
boyfriend an IM, so proud of myself for
making it this far.
Here I am, I’m AIM-ing!
I asked him what he thought of my
clearly brilliant screen name. His response

www.digitalmedia.coni
was rather less encouraging than I hoped:
“Juvenile. Something a 13-year old
would use.”
And there I lay, slain in less than a sen
tence! My hours of consideration and
careful creation of such an identity wasted!
I was almost ready to forsake the quest and
return to my techno-phobic den of iniquity.
But no! I would not be defeated, not
after so long!
I went back to the drawing board, gener
ating screen name after screen name and

scrapping them all. I was Shakespeare, let
ter by letter crafting a masterpiece in lan
guage; I was Frankenstein, piece by piece
giving birth to the monster that would live
if I gave my last breath to it!
After another hour of attempts to come
up with the name that would fit me, identi
fy me, and bear me credit for my clever
ness, I tried again. Behold, no one had
thought to be so clever as I before, and I
pounced upon the opportunity to have a
truly original screen name! Triumphantly,
I typed in my new account name and
logged back on.
Behold, I was accepted! My friends
lauded me with praises of “clever,” “neat,”
and “definitely you.” My smile was large
and victorious.
Over the next week I began to dance
delicately through the procedures that sur
round this—to me—very new and very
strange method of communication. Away
messages, group chats, short-hand jargon,
and icon choices spun through my mind
like a kaleidoscope on crack. I did my best
to learn, and learn I did, slowly but surely.
It has been nearly three weeks since my
adventure began. Since then, I have partic
ipated in an away-message war, learned
what an “AIM log” is, and experienced
some of the fastest and hottest burning
flares of drama in my life. It is a new and
exciting world, this AIM-sphere.
I will now continue to tread these
treacherous paths, and hopefully I’ve
learned to step lightly enough to avoid the
many pitfalls that wait for me. Next, I
intend to get a bit more adventurous; I’ll
don my eye-patch as 1 join the wide world
of torrenting.

poetry

corner

Eat Apples
Donnelly ’09
Portfolio Staff

by Alex

four even squares
shaped the same size
with no end in sight
it goes, and goes, and goes

until we’re temporarily chiseled to three
and a whirlwind constructs a tall green apple tree
'cause I am assuming you remember me
as it was five years ago in this spot we met, see?
in the war room’s where we lay it all out,
the only way we’ve found to figure it out
relying upon a constructivist fight
to think I almost went to bed early that night
I was walking to class with some flies in my eyes
I saw the same girl walk right in front of me
I teared up inside, because her shadow knew the sun
lightning struck, she broke out into a run
she ran away eight steps ahead of me
through the narrow winding hallways divide into three
and with a flashpan of instinct I conquered that day
and took her plane ticket one atlantic-way
if you find your self in Britain again
let’s have tea at half-past ten
the Doomsday Zone, enjoy the view
on a bike that’s built for two

protect your four-square box, my friend
guard it ‘till its met its end
and now the turnip harvest is done
let the river take me home.

KATIE CALI VA ' 10 / The Cowl

Untitled
by

Nicole Amaral ’10
Portfolio Staff

Start from the ground up
Be careful to check the glare
From the headlights
Get some better ideas from
the store over there,
and give yourself a piece of
your own mind.
Maybe give it a little more
“umph” for flavor.
Keep up your hopes that
Someday your wits will
Be exactly what you want
them to be.
Cross your fingers and
Plant a smile, for we can
Only know so much.

Of Love and Euclid
by

Katie Caliva ’10

Portfolio Editor

“Here is the universal truth,” he begins. “A
piece of a heart can be cut, to equal the hole in
another. And given a love triangle, a leg can be
drawn to my mistress; so that the angle of my
mistakes is equal to the sum of your forgive
ness.” He draws it out, shows me that it’s true.
“Q.E.D,” he says, “I have always loved you.”
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Making PC an emotional stable

place, one letter at a time..
Dear AnnMary,
Cigarettes
and
shame, flannel shirts
and a scruffy face—
are we talking about
an upstanding male
colleague or a hobo?
This "Costa Rican"
charm must be pretty
alluring to cancel out
everything else that
you've described about this guy. But to
each her own, I guess.
I think that the most important thing to
keep in mind is that you do work with him.
And if you sometimes can see the light of
the monitor reflecting on his unshaven
cheeks, it sounds like a pretty close part
nership. So trying to kindle some Latin
passion might result in awkwardness. Still
determined? Okay, here are some tips.
Remember the "bend and snap" bit from
Legally Blonde? Please, don't ever do that.
"Accidently" brushing his arm or leg, is a
much better way of getting his attention.
Plus it covers you if he's not interested.
And he may not be interested. If you
think he's looking at you admiringly, it
could be that he's bleary-eyed from staring
at the monitor, trying to make text boxes
line up and making sure that all his hair
lines are straight. So read the signs. If he
starts spending a lot more time in the office
when he's usually a bit of a slacker, which
based on your description I'm assuming he
is, he may be trying to spend more time
with you. Another good sign that your flirt
ing is paying off is if he starts to alter his
appearance. The only problem is that in
this case if he cleans himself up a bit you
might not feel as attracted to him, and if he
starts to look more slovenly it just might be
the aftermath of a rough night.
Are you sure that you wouldn't prefer
that cute guy in the polo shirt that works at
the next desk over?

THIS

...
week

romantic longings in the office

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
So there's this guy that I work with, and I'm not sure why but I'm
finding myself more and more drawn to him. Maybe it's something
about his flannel shirts, old teal, puffy vest, and beat-up sneakers, or
how he always smells like cigarettes and shame. He can sometimes be
a bit of a jerk, but that's inconsequential compared to his Costa Rican
charm. The way the light from our computer screen reflects on his
always scruffy face is just irresistible.

I feel like I need to act on this, but I just don't know how to take our
work relationship and push it into overtime. Any suggestions?
Hugz,
— AnnMary Pellstrand

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Dear Lucky Lady,
What do they call
it when blood rushes
to that place on your
body that you never
get a chance to use?
Oh yeah, LOVE!
This guy made me
want to go to Central
America, or I sup
pose an easier place
to find a Latin lover is North Providence. I
am usually not one to dabble with mem
bers of the same sex; at least not since my
third sophomore year. However, I would
definitely remove the Tawny Kitaen poster
from above my bed and replace it with one
of him.
You should take advantage of this guy’s
shame. That is what I usually look for in a
lover anyway, and when I say lover I mean
immediate satisfaction. Just step to him
with a fresh pack of gum and tell him he
has a butt that just won't quit.
However, you have to consider the fact
that the relationship will not last very long.
This stately gentleman sounds like he is
going to snap on his boss at any second
and throw a stapler across the room strik
ing that awkward glasses wearing kid that
gets to sit in the cubical near the window.
After his dismissal he will probably go on
to pursue a lucrative position as a Maine
logger or an attraction at an 80’s theme
park.
1 suggest you strike while the iron is hot
and take what you can get and all those
other Tiffany-esqu cliches. You won’t
regret it.
Allow me to quote one of my favorite
Poison songs: “Cause baby we’ll be at the
drive-in, in the old man’s ford, behind the
bushes till I'm screamin’ for more, down
the basement, lock the cellar door and
baby,” that boy will most probably be talk
ing dirty to you.

Remembering Love and Beauty in Florence
by

Sam McVay

’09

Portfolio Staff

She was in the Piazza Signoria, sitting
on the ledge of the Loggia, back to the wall
with her journal open on her lap. She was
looking up at “The Rape of the Sabine,” or
whatever the statue was actu
ally called. Their tour guide
FICTION
had told them about it on their
tour of the city when they had
first arrived in Florence but
she couldn’t remember any of it now.
It was her favorite sculpture in the piaz
za. The figures were so beautiful even
though the title suggested something really
very ugly. She liked their upward move
ment that it suggested, from the older man
at the bottom, to the younger man standing
above him who is carrying off his prize.
She was a young woman who, above his
head, extended one arm up to the heavens
as if she might find help there.
Jillian looked back down at the journal
lying in her lap, with its open pages still
blank. She wasn’t sure what to write. She
had been excited to have enough free time
in Florence to read and write in her jour
nal—two things she could never find time
for at home. But now there was so much to
say she couldn’t get started.
She felt so peaceful here. She loved how
people greeted her as soon as she walked
into a store or a cafe, and said goodbye
when she left. She loved going to dinner
and how relaxed it was, how the waiters
didn’t rush you out so you could sit and
talk to your friends for an hour after. She
loved how there were always so many peo
ple out—young and old—even late at

night. She loved how affectionate couples
were in public. Watching them put her in a
good mood.
She had been worried before leaving
that she would ruin her entire spring break
thinking about Mark. When he broke up
with her in January, he said he wanted to
stay friends. So Jillian had tried to be his
friend, to talk to him like it didn’t hurt. But
after a month she was tired of starting con
versations, of always being the one to call,
of asking him about his day or his latest
movie project or his problems with his par
ents, when he never asked her anything
about herself. She couldn’t create a friend
ship on her own. If he didn’t care, she was
n’t going to care either.
She had hoped that when she stopped
trying, he would take the initiative. When
he didn’t, she told herself that was it. She
started flirting with other guys at work.
She wasn’t really interested but they were
a temporary distraction and their attention
made her feel better.
But then he called her up drunk one
night the week before she had left and told
her it had never really been over for him.
His feelings had never changed.
Jillian was so happy. After everything he
had said—it had never been over for
him!—he was certain they would get back
together. But he couldn’t answer her ques
tions: Did he mean it? Yes, he did. Then
why had he wanted to break up in the first
place? He didn’t know. What did he want,
now? He didn’t know.
How could he not know?!
Jillian was so frustrated. How long was
she supposed to wait, hoping, for him to
make up his mind? But here it didn’t seem

so important. Now she knew she would be
fine without him.
She had sat in the piazza like this on her
first free afternoon in Florence, eating the
sandwich she had bought at a cafe and
reading Ulysses. She looked up when a
young man sat down beside her and a few
minutes later he asked her what she was
reading. She talked about her book in a
mix of English and Italian and he invited
her to join him for a caffe. He acted like a
gentleman and she enjoyed their conversa-

www.wikimedia.org

tion about literature. He asked how long
she would be in Florence and whether he
could call her. She was leaving at the end
of the week but no—she didn’t have a
phone. He gave her his phone number so
she could call him, 3494745804, and his
name, Lorenzo, written on a napkin from
the cafe.
She had left him that afternoon with a
dreamy, glowing feeling. It all seemed so
romantic!—the kind of thing that always
happened to someone else.
Now she was thinking about Mark and
how she hadn’t been interested in him until
she had known he liked her. Now she won
dered whether she had only liked him
because he had shown interest in her. She
had never really dated much ... It had felt
so good to feel wanted. And perhaps she
had only been so upset about their break
up because she was afraid no one else
would want her like he had.
Now she was thinking about Mark and
Lorenzo and looking at the Sabine stretch
ing her arm toward the sky and she wasn’t
so afraid of being alone. She wondered if it
was Lorenzo, or just being happier that
was making her feel (she had known
before, but not really known) that her value
was not determined by someone else and
that she didn’t need someone to want her,
to know that she was beautiful.
She heard the church bells of the Duomo
sounding in the distance and closed her
eyes. She would miss the church bells
when she went home. She slipped her
hand in her pocket and fingered the napkin
with Lorenzo’s phone number on it. She
knew she wouldn’t call him. But she was
so glad she had met him.
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What do you think the ‘K ’ in
K-Mart stands for?

“Keno.”
Aaron Rodgerson ’10

“Knowledge.
Dan Ryan ’09, Jake Goodelman ’ll

“Kinky.”
Michaela Manning ’10, Matt Butler ’08, Ben Robbins ’09,
Katie Schmidt ’09, Doug Roberge ’10

“Krazy!!!”
Siobhan Kennedy ’10, Paige Connolly ’10, Tracy Ridgeway ’10

“Klondike?”
James Britton ’09

“I can’t tell you, it’s a matter of
national security.”

— General Michael V. Hayden
Director of the CIA

www.aif.mil
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We want to hear from you

Have a response to an article from this week's
issue of The Cowl? If so, send a letter to the
editor of 250 words or less to:
thecowl@providence.edu

Have an advertisement you
want placed in The Cowl?

Send requests to:
cowlads@providence.edu
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings -- Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Colin Tigh

Mary Rose Sheehy

Men’s Lacrosse
Sophomore—Garden City, N.Y.

Softball
Junior—Woodbridge, Conn.

Tigh scored four goals in an 11-9 loss to no. 14
Brown on Saturday, April 19 and scored a goal in
a 12-3 win over Wagner on Wednesday, April 23.

Sheehy hit a two-run home run to help the Friars
rally from a 3-2 seventh-inning deficit and defeat
Rutgers, 6-3, in the second game of a two game
sweep on April 19.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 4/17

Thursday 4/24

Women’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Men’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays

Ind. Results
Ind. Results

Women’s Track at Penn Relays
Men’s Track at Penn Relays

Friday 4/18

All Day
All Day

Friday 4/25

Women’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Men’s Track at Mt. Sac Relays

Ind. Results
Ind. Results

Women’s Track at Penn Relays
Men’s Track at Penn Relays

Saturday 4/19

All Day
All Day

Saturday 4/26

Women’s Track at UConn Invite
Men’s Track at UConn Invite
Softball at Rutgers
Softball at Rutgers
Lacrosse at Brown

Lacrosse at Canisius
Softball at Notre Dame
Softball at Notre Dame
Women’s Track at Penn Relays
Men’s Track at Penn Relays

Ind. Results
Ind. Results
W, 7-1
W, 6-3
L, 11-9

11:00 a.m.
Noon
2:30 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Sunday 4/27

Sunday 4/20

Softball at Villanova
Softball at Villanova

Softball at DePaul
Softball at Depaul
Women’s Track at Brown Springtime Inv.
Men’s Track at Brown Springtime Inv.

W, 2-0
L, 1-0

Wednesday 4/23

Softball at Rhode Island
Softball at Rhode Island
Lacrosse vs. Wagner

W, 14-1
W, 4-3
W, 12-3

11:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Tuesday 4/29

4:00 p.m.

Softball vs. Brown

Standings
Lacrosse MAAC Standings (4/24)

Team

MAAC

Overall

Team

w

W

L

USF
Connecticut
DePaul
Notre Dame
Pittsburgh
Louisville
Syracuse

Canisius

7

Providence
VMI

6

Manhattan
Saint Joseph’s
Siena
Marist
Mount St. Mary’s
Wagner

Softball Big East Standings (4/24)

4
4
4
3
2
1
0

L

0
1
2
3
4
4
5
5
6

8

4

6

7

5
5
6
9
2
1
0

7
8
8
6
13
10
12

Providence

Villanova
Seton Hall
Rutgers
St. John’s

Hockey East

Overall

w

L

w

L

14
11
9
9
10
10
9
7
5
4
3
3

2
3
5
5
6
6
7
7
11
14
13
15

40
25
35
30
29
24
18

15
17
14
16
18
18
25

23

19

17
17
18
18

25
30
28
32
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Friars Run Well out West The NBA
MVP Debate
by

Dan Ollquist ’10
Sports Editor

In what has been the best NBA season
in many years, the MVP debate is once
again a very close contest. There are a
number of viable options for the coveted
award, all of them well deserving, but in
the end only one will be lucky enough to
be immortalized in NBA greatness.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

The Providence College Men’s and Women’s track teams competed at the Mt. Sac
Relays on Thursday, April 17. Senior Max Smith lead the way for PC, finishing
fifth in the 1500 meter event.
by

Mollie Quinn ’09

Asst. Sports Editor

Members of the Men’s and Women’s
Track Team headed out to the Mt. Sac
Relays in Walnut, Calif., on Thursday,
April 17 to try and prove that they deserve
a place as one of the elite distance teams in
the country.
The Friars, coming off some superb
individual performances at the Yale
Invitational last week, sent seven of their
strongest runners to the relays.
“Mt. Sac is a big distance meet where
top athletes from all over the country
come to compete,” said Head Coach Ray
Treacy. “It’s an essential race to send
our runners to. There are great condi
tions and competition.”
Leading the way for the men’s side were
senior Max Smith and sophomore Hayden
McLaren, who both turned in solid times.
Smith came in fifth place, while McLaren
finished eighth in the grueling 1500m race.
More important than their impressive fin
ishes against some of the top runners in the
country were the times of their finishes,
which outright qualified them for NCAA
Regional Championships. Smith crossed
the finish line in 3:45.94 and McLaren was
close behind coming in at 3:46.39.
Leading the women in California was
junior Danette Doetzel who won the
5000m with a time of 16:15.91. This
automatically guarantees her a ticket to
the NCAA Regional Championships in
Tallahassee, Fla. on May 30 and 31.
Doetzel’s outstanding performance at
the Relays proved that she is in the top
five runners in the country for her event.
While the other participants did not

qualify for the NCAA Championships,
they still put together some noteworthy
performances, just missing the qualify
ing times by seconds.
Treacy, who was pleased with the team’s
overall results, noted the fact that there are
still plenty of opportunities over the next
few weeks to qualify for Regionals.
“We are right where we want to be at
this point in the season,” said Treacy.
“Five runners are currently already quali
fied, and we are hoping to send at least 10
to Regionals.”
The rest of the team traveled to
Connecticut this past weekend to partici
pate in the UConn Springtime Invitational.
At UConn, junior Charles Dewey and sen
ior James Lourenco led the way for the
Friars, both running in the 800m and plac
ing first and third, respectively. Dewey ran
a slightly faster time, finishing the race in
1:51.26, while Lourenco finished with a j
time of 1:53.25. Sophomores Michael •
Anderson and Tom Webb finished first and
second in the 5000m.
Rounding off the performance for the
women at UConn were juniors Katie Elliot
and Katherine Schock. Elliot captured j
fourth place in the 800m with a time of'
2:15.04. Schock completed the race exact
ly one second behind her teammate in fifth
place with a time of 2:16.04.
The next challenges that both teams will
face this upcoming weekend are the Penn
Relays and the Brown Springtime
Invitational, where the Men’s and Women’s
Team will be looking to qualify more runners
for the NCAA Regional Championships

The Contenders:
Chris Paul
In just his third year in the league, Paul
has established himself as the premier
playmaker in the NBA. His combination of
size, quickness, ballhandling, and court
vision has made him an almost unstop
pable force on the offensive end. His
importance to the upstart New Orleans
Hornets cannot be undermined. He aver
aged 21.1 points per game to go along with
11.4 assists per game and four rebounds
per game. There are few players that can
fill up a stat sheet like that on every given
night. Paul’s play more importantly has
turned a perrenial basement dwellar into
the second-best team in the competetive
Western Conference. Without Paul there is
no way that this team makes the playoffs
and to me, that’s a pretty convinving MVP
argument in his favor.

Kevin Garnett
Perhaps the most obvious choice in this
debate, Garnett has lead the Celtics to the
greatest win turnaround in NBA history
and has almost single-handedly brought
the Celtics back to the forefront of NBA
basketball. Although he is scoring and
rebounding less than his career averages,
KG has had a major impact on the defen
sive end. He has turned one of the league’s
worst defensive teams into the best. More
importantly, he has given the Celtics a
competitive edge that has been lacking for
years. There are no players in the league
who play with more intensity than KG and
his enthusiasm for the game has rubbed off
on all of his teammates, making the Celts
the most dangerous team in the NBA.
Kobe Bryant
A big-time scorer that has finally
learned what it takes to make his team a
serious title contender. In the past, Bryant
had been a shoot-first player that has strug
gled in the post-Shaq era in L.A. This sea
son, however, with a revamped roster that
features Pau Gasol, Kobe has become a
leader and a much more efficient ballplay
er. He averaged a staggering 28.3 points
per game this season, but more important
ly upped his assist total to 5.4 assists per
game. Kobe took a team that most thought
would struggle to slide into the eigth seed
and elevated them to the Western
Conference’s number one seed.
The Winner:
Lebron James
Nobody does more with less talent around
them than Lebron James. Cleveland tried to
improve their personnel at the trade deadline
but failed to make any marked improve
ments. Lebron has not only willed this team
to the playoffs but put them in good position
to make a postseason run by getting them the
four seed. By averaging 30 points per game,
7.9 rebounds per game, and 7.2 assists per
game. King James has established himself as
the league’s most complete basketball player.
Although the other players in this debate are
all worthy candidates, nobody means more to
their team than Lebron does to the Cavaliers.
Take Lebron away from Cleveland and they
don’t win more than 25 games. Lebron just
carries this team night in and night out. When
the game is on the line the ball is always in his
hands and more times than not, he comes
through. He is an MVP in the truest sense of
the award. If the sports writers of America
feel the ame way that I do, then they will
vote for King James and give him his first of
what could be many MVP awards. The
Michael Jordan parallels just keep growing
and growing.
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Rekindling the Flame Basketball is in Her Blood
BY CASEY REUTEMANN ’09
Sports Staff

The best thing about maintaining an
active lifestyle in college is the variety in
which one can exercise. When else in your
life will you have unlimited access to a
state-of-the-art fitness center, baseball,
soccer, and softball fields, tennis courts,
and a pool at your fingertips? With such a
wealth of opportunity at hand, deciding
what to do can sometimes be more chal
lenging than actually getting up to do it
(notice I said “sometimes”).
While the commitment to and execution of
an active lifestyle in any way, shape, or form
is a major accomplishment, sticking to a
monotonous routine can breed frustration and
failure. When you find yourself viewing fit
ness as an obligation, when you lose that
lovin’ feeling for your daily date with the
treadmill, or when you just aren’t getting the
satisfaction you deserve from your hard
work; it’s time for a trial separation.
Before drowning your sorrows in a tub
of Ben and Jerry’s, know that you’re nor
mal. Just about everyone who exercises
regularly gets tired of the same workout
routine. This sense of complacency and
boredom is termed in the fitness world as a
“fitness plateau.” Not only does a daily
routine make exercise more boring, but it
has negative effects on the benefits of the
workout. Boredom tends to put a workout
into cruise control and when this happens,
the heart rate doesn’t rise as much and
your breathing slows down.
For all who are struggling to find new
meaning in their personal fitness, there’s
hope. All you need to do to breathe life
back into your active lifestyle is to take
advantage of your options. Play the field a
little; literally.
Changing up your routine, whether it be
by increasing intensity, choosing a differ
ent form of activity, finding a new workout
partner, or even working out at a different
time of the day, can revitalize your com
mitment, enjoyment, and motivation. For
example, if you typically (and at this point
mindlessly) hop on the elliptical at level
ten for thirty minutes, try upping the inten
sity with a higher resistance. Better yet, try
a new machine or —GASP— stay out of
the gym and go for a jog outside. Making
your body work harder and challenging

new muscles not only revs up your metab continued from back page
olism and increases the physical benefits
of your workout, but it also brings back hosted a game spoke volumes about our
that mental fulfillment you get from chal commitment to the team,” said Burke.
Though the 1987 team failed to make
lenging your body.
While the convenience of digitalized it back to the Big Dance, it did qualify
time, heart rate, calorie burn, and distance for the NIT. In addition, Burke was
often keeps many people confined to the named to the All-Big East Team at the
gym, taking advantage of those “other end of the season.
As the basketball season ended and
facilities” outdoors—especially in these
springtime months- is a satisfying and ben graduation approached, it came time for
eficial remedy for a fitness rut. Provided Burke—a liberal arts major—to begin con
below is a list of alternative exercises and | templating life after PC.
“I wasn’t quite sure what I wanted to do,
the amount of calories burned per half
hour, so you can plan an effective, but fun, maybe sales,” said Burke. But as it turned
new fitness routine (estimate accordingly out, even though her playing days were
over, it was not time for her to walk away
based on your own weight).
from the game.
In the spring of 1987, Ralph Tomasso,
the head coach of Bryant University—
Calories bumed/30min
then Bryant College—contacted Burke
Activity
125 lb 155 lb 1851b
about joining his staff as an assistant
coach.
112
133
Frisbee
90
“After four years, I was pretty tired,”
Burke said. “I wasn’t sure coaching was
178
Volleyball
149
120
the direction I wanted to go in, but it was
an option to explore.”
222
Softball
150
186
In the end, Burke took the job. She
spent
four years as an assistant under
244
Golf (no cart) 165
205
Tomasso and also two seasons as the
women’s volleyball coach. Like most
169
249
Hiking
209
new jobs, Burke had to make some
adjustments in transitioning from player
211
Weight Lifting 175
259
to coach.
“You can no longer go out on the floor,”
Swimming
223
266
180
said Burke. “You have to know how to
motivate and teach players. You have to
Racquetball
270
315
225
make things easy and relate with various
personalities. And there’s the recruiting
Soccer
210
252
311
aspect.”
Tennis
210
311
260

66

Jumping Rope 208

258

308

No matter how you choose to
approach your lackluster love affair with
fitness, rest assured that a little extra
effort goes a long way. Small changes,
like varying your activities can play a
major role in keeping your own enthusi
asm and your body’s energy level at a
maximum. So next time you catch your
self lazily striding away at the gym- do
yourself a favor and spice it up!

Draft Class of ’08 Examined
continued from 26

issues will make it difficult to reach his poten
tial. He has great size, soft hands, and the
speed needed to play at the NFL level.
However, his initial burst off the line and
route running is questionable. The comerbacks in the NFL are so smart, and if they can
derail their wide-out early on from running
the right route, then they take that option out
of the play. Sweed also missed most of his
senior year because of a wrist injury.
Unfortunately he re-aggravated his wrist dur
ing the senior bowl week, which will scare
some teams from drafting him earlier. It
seems like this late first-rounder will be ham
pered with injuries throughout his career.

T.M

Devin Thomas: Another wide receiver
that I don’t think will be worth a first
round selection. Most mock drafts have
him being taken of the board at number
nine but I don’t think that’s a safe pick. He
broke out this season with 79 catches, but
the year before he hauled in just six.
Highly touted receivers have had very
mixed results in the NFL in recent years.
Just look at a fellow Michigan State alum,
Charles Rogers, who was taken in the top
10 and is now struggling to find a job in
the NFL. I’ve got a hunch that Thomas
could be a Rogers 2.0.

Being from Rhode Island, I
am familiar with the other names
in the hall. It was very humbling.
I appreciate PC respecting me as
a player. I never could have done
it without the other players and
the coaches in those years.
Mary Burke ’87

Burke was named the head coach of the
Lady Bulldogs in August 1991 when the
position opened and she has been there
ever since. In 17 seasons, the Bulldogs
have gone to four NCAA Division II
Tournaments, most recently this season
when they were knocked out in the first
round by Stonehill College.
After 17 successful seasons, Burke
and her staff at Bryant will face a new
challenge this season as the Bulldogs
begin the transition process to move up
to Division I.
“It’s a great opportunity,” said Burke.
“There are always growing pains but we’re
excited for the new competition and differ
ent arenas. Our staff has recruited for this.”
Though the move will likely bring some
trials and a few losing seasons, Burke is
not about to walk away.
“I want to stay in coaching and college
athletics as long as possible,” Burke said.
“I really enjoy the college environment.”
The college atmosphere seems to agree
with Burke as well. Last month she was
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Mary Burke’87 made herself known on
the court as a Friar and continues to be
a successful coach at Bryant University.
honored as the Division II Coach of the
Year by the Rhode Island media. In addi
tion to that honor for coaching, she was
inducted to the Providence College
Athletics Hall of Fame in February after
being inducted into the New England
Basketball Hall of Fame in 2004.
“That was a great honor,” said Burke of
her PC induction. “Being from Rhode
Island, I am familiar with the other names
in the hall. It was very humbling. I appre
ciate PC respecting me as a player. I never
could have done it without the other play
ers and the coaches in those years.”
Though more than 20 years have
elapsed since Burke last took the floor in
Alumni Hall as a member of the Women’s
Basketball Team, and she has had many
unforgettable experiences at the helm of
the Lady Bulldogs, she still looks back on
her days as a Friar very fondly.
“As I said at the dinner, those years were
definitely some of the best times of my
life,” Burke said.

We are HARTFORD TEXTILE
COMPANY

Hartford Company is looking
for part time job seekers as a
mystery shoppers that would
work for us.
THE REQUIREMENT: Must be
computer
literate and be devoted.

For more details contact us at:
jessyjefferson@hotmail.com
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Spring Dance Concert

www.theCowl.com

Student Choreography Showcase
www.providence.edu/theatre

Apr. 26 & 27
401-856-2218
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Sleepers and Keepers: A look at
who to take in the 2008 NFL Draft
With Miami already selecting tackle
Jake Long from Michigan, the St. Louis
Rams are now on the clock in the 2008
NFL Draft. With such an incredibly deep
and talented draft class, this year’s draft is
certainly worth watching. Nearly every
projected first rounder has the chance to
become a great NFL player and those that
are projected in the 2nd and 3rd rounds
should be able to battle for starting jobs in
their rookie seasons. Because so much can
be said and analyzed (often over ana
lyzed—see Mel Kiper) here is a look at
some of the offensive players who will be
taken in the draft this weekend in New
York City.
Safe Stars
Jake Long: With a lot of gaping holes in
the Dolphins roster, many people expected
Bill Parcells to trade down the first pick for
more draft picks, but the Tuna just could
n’t resist biting on Long. Jake Long is
without a doubt, the most sensible pick and
safest pick for the Dolphins at number one.
He’s a dominating OT and cannot only
provide protection for John Beck, but can
also open holes for Ronnie Brown and the
running game. Long has a mean streak,
and will play past a referee’s whistle to fin
ish off his blocks.

Darren McFadden: He is the player with
the most talent in the entire draft. “Run
DMC” has the ability to make an immedi
ate impact for a team like the Raiders at the
fourth pick. Al Davis likes having the
national media glued to his team, and with
McFadden, Raider nation would certainly
be featured on many highlight reels. If
Oakland passes on Chris Long (son of
Raider, Howie Long), there is no doubt
their pick will be this prototypical running
back. He has the ability to take any carry
the distance and has the size of an everydown back, a rare and potent combination
for a running back to own.
Rashard Mendenhall: The second-best
running back in this draft is another one
who could start right away. He should be
taken around the 15 th or 16th pick as the
Detroit Lions are looking for a running
back. Mendenhall is big and fast and
Detroit has decided to commit more to the
running game this year. With new coach
Jim Colletto as the architect of a run-ori
ented offense, Mendenhall can quickly
come into the league and make a differ
ence. With good coaching and attention to
detail, Mendenhall has a chance to rank
among the upper-echelon starters in the
NFL a couple years from now.
Glenn Dorsey: At 6’1” 297 pounds,
Dorsey is an absolute beast at the defen
sive tackle spot. Although interior derisive
linemen aren’t exactly viewed as a glam
our position, all good teams win the battle
in the trenches. Dorsey would be a great
pick for any team that is trying to rebuild.
At LSU he proved to be a winner, taking
home numerous SEC titles as well as a
National Championship last season. With
tremendous size and quickness, Dorsey’s
game translates very well to the NFL level.
Look for the big fellow from the bayou to
be taken in the top five, with Atlanta
potentially taking him with the third pick
and making him the cornerstone of what
has become a sorry franchise.

Sleepers

Brian Brohm: Brohm would be wealthi
er if he had left for the draft last year. By
choosing to stay in Louisville for his sen
ior year, his draft value dropped.

Louisville was not nearly as good in 2007
and Brohm had to adapt a different style of
offense when head coach Bobby Petrino
left. Brohm has the essential pocket skill
that an NFL quarterback needs. If drafted
by a team with a Petrino-like style, Brohm
could rise to stardom quickly. A likely 2nd
round pick, Brohm will look forward to
making those pay for passing on him.
Joe Flacco: Flacco is another quarter
back that will draw some attention in the
later rounds of the draft. After transferring
from Pitt, Flacco had a monster season at
the University of Delaware. With that in
mind, there is no surprise that Flacco is a
relatively unknown entity. Delaware does
not receive any national media attention,
so the general public is unaware of the skill
that Flacco brings. At the NFL combine,
however, Flacco got to put his skills on
display. Many in attendance at the com
bine felt that Flacco was the strongest QB
there. He showed incredible arm strength
and had scouts drooling over his potential
at the pro level. Figuring out where Flacco
will be picked is tough. He could go as
early as the first round but could also slip
into the third. My best guess is that he’ll
end up somewhere in the second round and
could be an absolute steal.

Felix Jones: It is tough to call Jones a
sleeper because many expect him to do
great things in the NFL. However, he was
the backup at Arkansas behind McFadden,
and because of that he does not receive
nearly as much attention. In the NFL he
would be the perfect complement to an
already established NFL back. We do not
yet know if he can handle a full workload,
but he is definitely good for 12 to 14 car
ries and some swing passes out of the
backfield. He is not a power back but his
speed is top notch. Jones should be an
early second round pick and would be best
used by a team looking for a scat back to
help carry the load with a power back.

PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
Official Class of

2010
On-campus Ring
Ordering Dates:
Lower Slavin:
Friday April 25th, I2~4pm
and Monday, April 28th through
Friday May 2nd, I2~4pm

Class 0/2010 night at McPhails:
Wednesday, April 30th 5~8pm

Jonathon Stewart: The Oregon running
back put up a great season but now seems
somewhat forgotten on the draft board.
Mendenhall and McFadden have stolen the
show as far as first round running backs
go, but Stewart was the skill set to become
a very productive back in the NFL. He
averaged 6.6 yards per carry and has the
ability to take any carry into the end zone.
At one point, Oregon was ranked number
two in the nation, but following a late sea
son collapse the Ducks fell out of the pub
lic eye. The notariety that Stewart had at
the beginning of the season dwindled and
as a result his stock may have slipped a lit
tle. Look for him to still be selected in the
first round but toward the end, perhaps to
Pittsburgh or Seattle.
Suckers

Matt Ryan: I am not saying he will be
the next Ryan Leaf, but I do not see an allpro career from the Boston College star.
Since the number of high profile QB’s is
limited in this draft, it seems like analysts
are overvaluing Ryan’s skills. He has the
tools to succeed and a calmness needed in
the NFL, but he is not overly athletic and
was helped out by a strong O-line at
Boston College. He will most likely be
picked up by a team like Chicago who
would trade up, or Baltimore at the 8th
pick. Both teams need a change at the
quarterback position, and may feel that
Matt Ryan could be the answer.

Limas Sweed: The Texas Longhorn
receiver has plenty of upside, but health
SPORTS BOSS/Page 25
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!

Sophomore Katelyn
Revens and the rest
of the Softball
Team have won five
of their last six
games. Revens had
three hits in a 14-1
win against the
University of
Rhode Island on
Wednesday, April
23. The win put the
Friars at 23-19
overall and left
them 7-7 in Big
East play.

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff

With the Boston Celtics and the Los Angeles Lakers entering the post-season as
#1 seeds, will the two revamp their historic rivalry in the 2008 NBA Finals?
It is difficult to argue against power
houses in the heat of their powerhousing,
and much more difficult when one of those
powerhouses is the hometown favorite
Boston Celtics. Even still, I hold that there
will not be a Celtics-Lakers championship
this season.
Boston is a talented team, one which
knows how to win both at home and on the
road. They will cruise past the Hawks, but
the Celtics will not clear the bar that lies
before them in the form of the Detroit
Pistons and the Orlando Magic. In spite of
a loss in Game one of their playoff series
with Philadelphia, the Pistons have a
defense that is on the verge of coming
alive, particularly under the aegis of
Rasheed Wallace, who grabbed nine
rebounds and blocked seven shots in
Game one. The Magic proved to be trouble
for the Celtics during the regular season,
and beat the boys from Beantown 96-93 in
January. What will be the biggest obstacle
for the Celtics’ hopes of an NBA title is
the ease with which they can be distracted
(read: three consecutive losses after the
All-Star Game).
In the West, the Utah Jazz are sailing
smoothly with only three losses in the
past four weeks. Deron Williams has
been a dominating force on the offen
sive end, showing the ability to score
and distribute the ball. With a 2-0 jump
on the Rockets, the Jazz look poised to
take on the best of the West, including
the Lakers, who gave up 114 points to
Denver in Game one of their series.
The Pistons will defeat the Celtics to
win the East in what will be a close series
(provided Boston beats Orlando), but the
laurels of the NBA title will likely go to
the Jazz, whose offense will carry them
far. Utah’s defense will determine just how
far they go.

—John Butler ’ll

If you’ve ever tuned into the ESPN
Classic channel, you have undoubtedly
witnessed a Celtics vs. Lakers NBA Finals
game from the 1980s. Between Magic’s
no-look passes and Birds uncanny ability
to make shots, the Lakers/Celtics show
downs were the pinnacle of NBA basket
ball. Thankfully for NBA commissioner
David Stem, the historic rivalry will be re
born in the 2008 NBA Finals.
The Boston Celtics have been the best
team in the league from start to finish.
They are number one in the league in aver
age margin of victory and have become the
leagues’ best team through their stifling
team defense. Lead by Kevin Garnett, the
C’s give up the fewest amounts of points in
the league and hold their opponents to the
lowest field goal percentage. Boston also
has the depth to get past Detroit in a seven
game series. We all know that KG, Pierce,
and Allen can fill it up, but with Rajon
Rondo, Sam Cassel, Leon Powe, and
James Posey, the Celts have a potent and
experienced attack off the bench that will
be superior to any other team in the
Eastern Conference.
Out West, the Lakers are also in very
good position to make it to the NBA title.
By acquiring perennial all-star Pau Gasol,
the Lakers have a very formidable attack.
Nobody in the league can stop Kobe from
putting up 25 and with Gasol and Lamar
Odom, “Showtime” is finally back in L.A.
Granted, the Western conference will be
much tougher to win, but with the Lakers
owning home-court advantage, I think that
they will be able to slip pass San Antonio
and meet up with Bean town in the finals.
So Celts fans, rummage through your
closets and bust out the green satin jacket,
the “Beat LA” t-shirts, or grow a Larry
Bird-style mustache if you have to,
because the Lakers will be coming to town
for the finals and the Garden will be rock
ing once again.
—Dan Ollquist '10
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Friars Rolling at Right Time
continued from back page
Maccio and Bertolette work late into
games, but in this contest, Maccio got the
hook after just two and two-thirds innings.
With the way that Providence has
struggled at the plate this season, facing
a 3-0 deficit on the road seemed nearly
impossible to overcome. With a renewed
sense of energy and determination, how
ever, the Friars refused to give in to their
in-state rivals.
The PC bats didn’t give Rhody any time
to enjoy their lead. In the top of the fourth
inning, sophomore Teresa Bertels got the
Friars in the scoring column with an RBI
double. The run narrowed the Ram’s lead
to 3-1, but the Friar lineup was not fin
ished. In the sixth inning, senior Samantha
Pittman inched the Friars even closer when
she lined an RBI single to bring the Friars
within one run at 3-2.
In the Friars’ final at-bat, there was

Our pitchers have been doing a
great job shutting teams down, the
key to our success is to keep that
going and get the bats going as
well. We think we can beat some
of the top teams in the country
basically, and we hope to prove it
in the Big East Tournament.
Asst. Coach Erica Morgenstein

LAX Rebounds in MAAC
continued from back page
halftime. Thomas Muldoon’s goal cut the
Friar lead back down to one, making the
score at halftime 3-2, with PC on top.
The lead changed hands several times in
the third as both sides scored multiple
goals after the break. The Bears scored two
early goals to take their first lead in the
match at the 8:12 mark.
Tigh’s second and third goals put PC
back in the lead. His points—both unas
sisted—came within 70 seconds of each
other at the 7:07 and 5:59 marks. The back
to back goals put the Friars back on top,
with a score of 5-4.
The advantage only lasted a minute
though. Brown tied up the score off an
Andrew Feinberg goal at the 4:53 mark.
Grad student Thomas Wenskus put
Providence ahead for the third time with
his first goal of 2008. The point was unas
sisted and capped off the scoring for both
teams in the third.
PC built its lead to 7-5 off grad stu
dent Mark Dillon’s goal at 13:39 in the
fourth quarter, with the assist given to
fellow grad student Henry Pynchon.
The Bears came roaring back with
five consecutive goals to take the lead a
final time.
By the time Tigh netted his fourth point
of the night—his third unassisted—at the
2:55 mark, the Friars had fallen too far
behind to make a comeback.
Muldoon’s second goal—the last for
Brown—made the score 11-8 with only a
minute to play. Sophomore Jackson Fallon

notched the final goal for Providence with
43 seconds on the clock to cut the deficit to
two and the game ended with the score 119.
This week the Friars will wrap up the
regular season with an 11:00 a.m. match at
Canisius on Saturday, April 26.
The team has already clinched a berth in
the upcoming MAAC Tournament, but its
seed is yet to be determined. A win at
Canisius would not only put the Friars in a
first-place tie with the Golden Griffens,
but it would give them the outright one
seed by virtue of the tiebreaker.
Looking further ahead, a win would also
put the team in a position to perhaps qual
ify for a higher seed in the NCAA
Tournament should it win the MAAC title.
Last year, the Friars drew the lowest seed
and lost in the first round to Duke, the
eventual runner-up.
But before the team can start thinking
about a trip to the NCAAs, it needs to first
take care of Canisius first on Saturday.
MAAC conference games are usually very
close and the Friars cannot afford to slip
up. PC is trying its best to secure the num
ber two seed for the MAAC tournament
which would give the Friars and excellent
chance at repeating as league champions,
which would give them an automatic bid
into the 2008 NCAA tournament.

___________

plenty of work to be done and on this day,
PC certainly came up in the clutch. With
two outs and no one on base, Becker and
Rossi each notched singles. Needing just a
single run to extend the game, freshman
Justine Stratton crushed a double that
brought home both Becker and Rossi, giv
ing PC a 4-3 advantage.
Getting the last three outs of a softball
game is no easy task, but the Friars were in
very good hands with freshman Kathryn
Sullivan on the mound. Sullivan relieved
Maccio in the third inning and seemed
more like a seasoned veteran than a young
and inexperienced freshman. Over her four
and one-third innings of work, Sullivan
allowed just four hits while striking out
three. Most importantly, she kept the Rams
off the scoreboard. When the final out was
secured, the Friars found themselves with
their fifth win in the last six games.
Over the weekend, the squad headed to
Villanova, Penn., on Sunday, April 20, to
take on the Villanova Wildcats (16-23-1,
5-10). The Friars split the afternoon dou
bleheader winning the first game and drop
ping the second.
In the first game of the day sophomore
Danielle Bertolette pitched her seventh
shutout of the season en route to a 2-0 vic
tory. She allowed five hits and struck out
five, improving to 12-8 on the season. The
first run for the Friars came in the top of
the fourth when Sheehy hit an RBI double
which drove in sophomore Jenna Garcia.
The Friars added an insurance run an
inning later when sophomore Katelyn
Revens hit a single to drive in classmate
Theresa Bertels.
In the second game of the day the Friars

did not fair so well. Villanova’s Nicci
Ward dumbfounded the Friars’ lineup,
tossing a complete game no-hitter. She
struck out seven and walked only three,
leading the Wildcats to a 1-0 victory.
Maccio pitched a gem of her own for the
Friars, allowing only one run and five hits
in six and two-thirds innings.
“We ran into a small roadblock down at
Villanova, but we really got the bats going
at Rutgers and we can carry that over to the
next couple weeks,” said Assistant Coach
Erica Morgenstein.
The Friars did indeed get the bats going
on Saturday, April 19, when they traveled
to Piscataway, N.J. for a doubleheader
against the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers
University (18-26, 3-11). The entire team
was swinging the bat well as the Friars
rolled to wins in both games.
In the first game the Friars slammed
the Knights for 15 hits; Jenna Garcia
and freshman Justine Stratton had three
each. Providence took a 2-0 lead in the
first and never looked back. Garcia
scored on a past ball and Stratton sin
gled in the second run of the inning.
Over the next six innings senior
Samantha Pittman, junior Gina Rossi,
and sophomore Christy Becker each
racked up two hits apiece to help the
Friars to a 7-1 win. Bertolette pitched all
seven innings, allowing just one run on
seven hits.
In the second game the Friars continued
their penchant for drama, rallying from a
3-2 deficit in the seventh for a 6-3 victory.
The Friars started the scoring in the first
inning with a solo shot off the bat of
Garcia, her fourth of the season. In the bot
tom half of the inning the Knights respond
ed with their only runs of the game, giving
them the lead 3-1. The Friars narrowed the
lead to 3-2 in the fourth when Stratton hit
a sac-fly to score Sheehy. The Friars tied in
the game in the seventh when sophomore
Julie Fowler hit an RBI single which
brought Pittman in from second base.
Fowler then came around to score on a sacfly from Garcia, which was quickly fol
lowed by a two-run blast off the bat of
Sheehy, her fourth of the season, sealing
the victory for the Friars. Maccio earned
the win pitching all seven innings and
allowing only two earned runs.
The Friars will close out their season
with a stretch of 10 games in eight days.
But don’t look for fatigue to be a factor,
says senior leader Samantha Pittman, “The
way Coach plans the practices, making
everything light, makes sure that everyone
is ready to go on game days.”
Over the next two weeks the Friars will be
able to prove whether they are up to the chal
lenge of the Big East Tournament. “We have
a lot on our plate; we are focusing really
specifically on what we have to do though,”
said Coach Morgenstein. “Our pitchers have
been doing a great job shutting teams down,
the key to our success is to keep that going
and get the bats going as well. We think we
can beat some of the top teams in the country
basically, and we hope to prove it in the Big
East Tournament.”
The Friars continue the quest for the Big
East Tournament at 12:00 p.m. Saturday,
April 26, when they travel to South Bend,
Ind., to take on Big East rival Notre Dame.
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Providence Lacrosse Rebounds Against Wagner
by

Erin Redihan ’08

Sports Editor Emeritus

There’s no place like home. The
Providence College Men’s Lacrosse Team
proved this trite adage still holds water as
it recovered from its second mini-skid of
2008 with a 12-3 win over Wagner College
on Wednesday, April 23.
The match was the Friars’ first home
contest in almost three weeks. After losses
to Marist and crosstown rival Brown last
week, the team needed a win to stay in sec
ond place in the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference and have a shot at the number
one seed in the MAAC Tournament sched
uled for Friday, May 2, and Sunday, May
4, at Siena College in Loudonville, N.Y.
Providence got on the board first in this
one, as grad student Mark Dillon scored
off a feed from senior Robert Lamontagne
just under four minutes into the contest.
The Friars doubled that lead off
Lamontagne’s second assist on the night,
this time to sophomore Colin Tigh with
8:31 on the clock.
Wagner evened things up pretty quickly
with two first-quarter goals of its own.
After goals from Evan Shull and Brian
Poisson, the score was tied 2-2 with 1:51
remaining in the opening period. These
two points would be Wagner’s only goals
until the fourth quarter.
PC grad student Bennett Murphy put his
team back on top with seven seconds left
to play in the first. Senior Dylan Cox
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Senior Devin McBride had a goal in the Friars 12-3 win over Wagner on
Wednesday, April 23. The win put PC in second place in the MAAC with a 6-1
league record.
assisted on Murphy’s team-leading 19th
goal of 2008.
The Friar offense exploded with five
goals in the second quarter. Sophomores
Garrett Kanter and Jackson Fallon scored
within 90 seconds of each other to put PC
back on top 4-2. Senior Devin McBride
followed up these goals with an unassisted
goal of his own at the eight minute mark
while junior Bobby Labadini contributed

two more goals before the half.
Providence opened the third quarter
with an 8-2 lead, which proved to be more
than enough insurance. However, the scor
ing was not over yet. Murphy added his
second goal of the night with just over six
minutes to play off an assist from fellow
grad student Henry Pynchon. The Murphy
tally was the only goal scored by either
team in the third.

The Friars also tacked on the first three
goals of the final quarter. Sophomore Dan
Daly netted his first goal of the year less
than 90 seconds into the period off a feed
from Murphy. This was followed by goals
from Lamontagne and Murphy to finish off
the Friars’ offense explosion.
Wagner got on the board once more with
Poisson’s second goal with 3:04 left to play.
Junior goalkeeper Robert Bryan made
seven saves in 45 minutes before giving way
to sophomore Frank Cicero, who made four
saves of his own in the fourth quarter. With
the win, PC improves to 6-1 in the MAAC
and 6-7 overall on the season.
Before their offensive outburst against
Wagner, the Friars had to deal with No. 14
Brown on Saturday, April 19. Road-weary
Providence fell 11-9 in its second match
against a ranked team this season. The
Friars had a strong first quarter against the
Bears, scoring two goals to Brown’s one.
Tigh scored the team’s first goal with 5:29
left to play off a feed from senior Devin
McBride. The Bears evened things up but
Bennett Murphy put his team back on top
with .10 seconds remaining in the quarter.
Lamontagne was credited with the assist.
Murphy helped Providence to double its
lead in the second by netting his second
goal of the game. The play came at the
4:37 mark and made the score 3-1 for a
short time.
Brown scored on a man-up opportunity
with just over a minute remaining before
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Softball Turns it On Friar Legend Sticks with Hoops
by

Chris Mammen ’ll
Sports Staff

The Friars continued their push
for a Big East tournament berth
this week posting a 5-1 record,
and bringing them to 23-19-2
overall and 7-7 in
SOFTBALL the Big East.
“We are in a real
ly good position
right now to make
the tournament and we just need to
play hard the next couple of
weeks,” said junior Mary Rose
Sheehy. “We’re really confident we
are going to get some wins out of it
and hopefully the cards fall in our
favor and we will make the tourna
ment.”
The Friars ended the week
with in-state and non-league
rival, the University of Rhode
Island Rams. In the first game
of the day, the Friar bats were
absolutely on fire. This sea
son, PC has been plagued with
poor hitting, especially with
runners on base, but in this
contest the Friars left nobody
on the basepaths.
With the score tied at one
apiece after the first inning of
play, the Friar bats packed a seri
ous punch in the second. After a
number of two-out hits, sopho
more Christy Becker blasted a
three-run homer to give PC a 7-1
advantage. The homerun was
Becker’s team leading seventh of
the season.
After adding another run in the
fourth, the Friars opened the
flood gates in the fifth with
another six-run rally. At the fore
front of the rally was Sheehy,
Providence’s most productive
and consistent hitter. With the
bases loaded, Sheehy drilled a
liner deep into the outfield that

allowed all three Friar runners to
cross home plate. Keeping the
momentum rolling, junior Gina
Rossi hit a towering two-run
homer, giving the Friars a 14-1
advantage, that would stick as the
game’s final score after the fifth
inning mercy rule.
The 14 run attack saw PC
bang out 14 hits to go along
with four walks. Offensive
standouts in the game included
sophomores Katelyn Revens
(3-4), Jenna Garcia (2-4)
Editor s Note: Throughout the
Christy Becker (2-4, five
course of the semester, the
RBI’s) and Gina Rossi (2-4,
Sports staff will examine the
two RBI’s).
prospects of several former
Friar athletes in a feature we
Not to be lost in the offensive
outburst was the work of sopholike to call "Life after PC. ”
more pitcher Danielle Bertolette
by Erin Redihan ’08
who gave up just one run over
Sports Editor Emeritus
four innings of work to earn her
12th win of the season.
Like most people, former
The second game of the day
didn’t prove to be a walk in the Providence College Women’s
park for the Friars. Despite Basketball Player, Mary Burke
being embarrased on their ’87 looks back on her time as a
home field in game one, the Friar nostalgically.
A two-sport athlete in high
Rhody Rams were resilient and
played inspiring ball in the school—basketball and volley
ball—Burke chose to focus on
night cap of the doubleheader.
With junior Jennifer Maccio on basketball when it came time to
the hill, the Friars and the Rams think about college. As a native
threw donuts up on the score Rhode Islander, Burke drew
board for the first two innings of attention from scouts from a
play. In the bottom of the third, number of New England schools
the
University
of
the Rhody bats finally came like
alive.
Sophomore
Leah Connecticut, the University of
DiBussulo hammered a two-run Massachusetts, and Boston
triple, high off of the Centerfield University. However, when
wall and was later singled home Burke visited PC, she knew that it
by fellow sophomore Melissa was the place for her.
“One of my former teammates
Wilson to give Rhody a 3-0
advantage. The three run outburst from high school was at PC play
gave Maccio an early exit from ing volleyball,” Burke said. “I
the game. Friar fans have grown ' saw her play and I knew it was
accustomed to seeing both ; the right place. It was a weird
feeling.”
After playing out her high
SOFTBALL/Page 27
school days, Burke enrolled at

Life
after
PC

courtesy of sports info

Mary Burke ’87 (middle) was one of Providence College’s great
est female athletes. She led the Lady Friars to multiple post-season berths in the 80s. She was inducted into the Providence
College Athletics Hall of Fame in February.

Providence in the fall of 1983.
As with most Division I ath
letes, Burke found it necessary
to adjust from high school ball
to college and stepped up her
game accordingly.
“It was a transition,” Burke
said. “There was a difference in
quality, speed, and level of play.
Everyone was a star at their high
school before coming here.”
Once in college, not everyone
can be the star that he or she was
in high school, but Burke became
one of those select few who
shined at the next level. She ranks
fourth all time on the PC
women’s scoring list with 1,672
points and seventh in rebounding
with 740 boards.

“I was very fortunate to play
on a team that was the best in the
Big East,” said Burke. “Our
biggest
competitors
were
Villanova and St. John,’s. These
were the teams we were constant
ly competing with.”
The Friars were good enough
to earn a berth to the 1986
NCAA Tournament after mak
ing it to the Big East
Tournament
Championship
game. The Friars hosted a home
game against Vanderbilt.
“Although the results of that
game were not as positive as we
would have liked, the fact that we
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